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ABSTRACT

Five skilled male pitchers were filmed (side view— 200 frames 

per second; rear, view— 70 frames per second) throwing a minimum of 
three trials each of the three most frequently thrown pitches in the 
Tucson AAA softball league: rise ball, drop ball, and change of pace.
Each subject's performance was analyzed in terms of biomechanical 

technique and principles to provide descriptive and temporal informa
tion for each type of pitch.

Whereas stride length, ball path prior to release, and the 
sequence of events remained consistent among each pitcher's three 

pitches, variances existed in grips, release position, arm actions just 
prior to release, and ball flight. The rise balls were characterized 
by a tucked index finger grip, ulnar deviation just prior to release, 

an average velocity of 97 feet per second, and a target landing point 
higher than predicted for a normal parabolic flight. The drop ball 

exhibited a two or three finger grip across the seam, supination at 
release, an average velocity of 100 feet per second, and a target 
landing point lower than predicted for a normal parabolic flight. The 
change-up demonstrated either a loose or tight grip, simultaneous 
finger extension at release, and an average velocity of 64 feet per 
second.

x



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Softball pitching is a unique skill in the world of sports. 
Rarely does one individual control a game as completely as does a 

highly skilled softball pitcher. Consequently, there may be no other 
sport in which one player means so much to a team as the pitcher does 

to a softball team.
There appear to be two equally important reasons for the 

dominance of the softball pitcher: speed and spin of the pitched ball.
Most highly successful softball pitchers throw the ball consistently at 

extremely high speeds which, when coupled with a relatively short 
distance, often overpowers the batter. When spin is added to these high 
velocities to enable the ball to deviate up, down, right, or left, the 
pitcher frequently assumes the commanding position. Naturally, factors 
such as changing speeds, control, intelligence, and defense add sig
nificantly to the pitcher's effectiveness, but cannot replace the 
primary ingredients of speed and spin.

Many types of pitches are available to the softball pitcher: 
rise ball, drop ball, curve, change of pace, knuckleball, and various 
combinations of the pitches listed. Moreover, there are two basic types 
of deliveries that a pitcher can employ— the windmill and slingshot—  

though the former seems to be the most popular style at most levels of 

fast-pitch softball. Thus, with these many variables associated with



softball pitching it would appear logical to assume that much research 
has been conducted in this area. However, this is not the case and, as 
a result, much remains to be learned about the mechanics involved in 

softball pitching.

Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to provide descriptive and 

temporal analyses of the biomechanical techniques and principles in
volved in throwing the rise ball, drop ball, and change of pace types of 
softball pitchesSpecifically, the following questions will be in
vestigated:

1. Grip. What grip does the subject use when throwing each type 
of pitch?

2. Stride length. What is the performer's stride length for each 
type of pitch? What is the percentage of stride length relative 
to body height and leg length?

3. Arm action. What arm and hand joint actions seem to be asso
ciated with the amount and direction of spin imparted to the 

ball?
4. Ball path prior to release. What is the path in space of the 

subject's pitching hand and ball during the force production 
phase for each type of pitch?

5. Ball release position. Where is the ball released horizontally 
in relation to the chin and stride foot heel as seen from the 

side view? Where is the ball released horizontally relative to 

the stride foot as seen from the rear view? Where is the ball
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released vertically relative to the knee and hip joints of the 

push-off leg as seen from the side view?
6. Velocity and flight of the ball. What is the ball velocity 

prior to and at (after) release of each pitch? What is the 
angle of projection of each pitch? Does the ball's flight 
actually deviate in the direction intended by the pitcher?

7. Temporal analysis. What are the sequence of selected events in 
the delivery and the elapsed time between events?

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

The actual filming of five male pitchers was conducted over a 
two day period at The University of Arizona softball field. Each per
former at the time of the study participated in the Tucson AAA fast 
pitch league which was the top level of competition in the area. The 
subjects were all right-handed windmill pitchers selected by their 

pitching peers as being best in the league.
Several limitations may have had an effect on the study's 

results. First, as -indicated above, there was a limited number of sub

jects filmed due to cost restrictions. Second, also due to cost re
strictions, only three trials of each pitch were filmed for each 
subject. Thus, the consistency of each subject's results cannot be 
totally proven, Third, the filming took place in.a special, non
competitive situation and, as a result, the subjects may not,have per

formed exactly as they would have in league play. Fourth, only male 
subjects were filmed, possibly limiting the value of the results in



terms of female performers. Fifth, since only windmill pitchers were 
filmed, the mechanics of the slingshot were not investigated.

Definition of Terms
Break: The vertical or horizontal bend in a ball's flight

due to spin.
Change of pace: A type of pitch purposely thrown with sig

nificantly less speed than a fast pitch.
Clockwise spin: The spin of the pitch such that if the ball

were viewed from the third base side of the field it would be rotating 
clockwise. Also referred to at top spin since the top of the ball 
rotates around a horizontal axis.

Counterclockwise spin: The spin of the pitch such that if the
ball were viewed from the third base side of the field it would be 
rotating counterclockwise. Also referred to as backspin since the top 

of the ball rotates backward around a horizontal axis.
Delivery phase: The pitcher's motion following the presentation

phase which encompases a near 360° rotation of the arm leading to the 

release of the ball.
Deviate: Where the flight of the ball varies from the normal

parabolic pattern produced by gravity.
Downswing: That part of the delivery phase in which the upper

segment of the pitching arm moves downward from the vertical position 
above the trunk ;to .the point of release.

Drop ball: A type of pitch in which the ball's flight deviates

in the downward direction.



Follow-through phase: The continuation of the pitcher's motion

following the point of release to the cessation of motion in which the 
pitcher is in some form of fielding position.

Force production phase: Another term used for the downswing

segment of the delivery phase. That part of the delivery in which the 
greatest amount of velocity is generated to the hand and ball.

Presentation phase: The set position a pitcher assumes prior
to forward motion. This phase includes the stance and grip employed by 

the pitcher prior to the initiation of the delivery.
Release point: The exact moment the ball leaves the hand.

Upswing: That part of the delivery phase in which the upper
segment of the pitching arms moves upward from the initiation of the 
motion to the vertical position above the trunk.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

1 The purpose of this chapter is to examine the available litera
ture pertaining to selected pitches frequently thrown in softball com
petition throughout the world. The techniques and mechanical prin
ciples involved in throwing such pitches will be investigated, and the 
research pertinent to the topic will be reviewed.

Walsh (1977) stated that currently the three most commonly 
thrown pitches in softball are the rise ball, drop ball, and change of 
pace. Based on this statement, the. focus of the chapter will be 
centered on these three pitches. However, since Dobson and Sisley 

(1971); Kneer, Lipinski, and Walsh (1963); Miller and Ley (1955); Noren 
(1940); Sullivan (1965); and Walsh (1977) have all agreed that the 
pitcher's presentation and delivery up to release should be as identical 
as possible for every pitch regardless of its intended action, an in- 

depth review of the literature relative to the windmill delivery will 
be presented to function as a guide for the analysis of the selected 

types of pitches.
This chapter has been divided into two major sections: (1)

cinematographic studies which include pertinent film studies relative 
to pitching; and (2) technical analysis which-will combine pitching 
literature from technique and methods books and articles written by 

- coaches, teachers, and pitchers; kinesiology and biomechanics books;



and theses, dissertations, and research articles» The latter section 

will be subdivided into the presentation, delivery, and follow-through 
stages described in Chapter 1 for a more thorough and perspicuous 
analysis.

Cinematographic Studies
Only eight film studies have been found relative to the skill of 

softball pitching. Though their emphases were varied, these studies did 
not specifically investigate the biomechanic techniques of throwing 

various types of pitches. However, they did provide information for 
studying general techniques, mechanical variables leading to release, 

and ball velocity, rotation, and trajectory.
Following is a general description of each film study that in

cludes the purpose of the project, camera usage, and quantifications 
derived from the analysis. The results and conclusions of the studies 

will be presented when pertinent in the technical analysis section of 
this chapter.

Bowne (1960) used forty-two female subjects to analyze the 
relationship of selected body levers to the velocity of the ball at 
release. She measured arm length, arm position, and ball velocity and
calculated the intercorrelations among these variables.
)

Deutsch (1969) conducted research to determine the mechanical 
and muscle action differences underlying the skill in throwing a base
ball for speed both overhand and underhand. Using a 35mm camera at a 

rate of thirty-three frames per second, she filmed fifteen women of 

varying ability performing overhand and underhand throws. She measured



stride length, horizontal and vertical displacement of the right hip and 

shoulder, body lean, and ball velocity.
Haney (1952) performed a mechanical analysis of the underarm 

softball pitch with a camera positioned one hundred twenty-five feet 
from the subjects. She noted the flight of the ball after it was re
leased and calculated the contribution of selected body levers to the 
ball velocity obtained at release.

Using both side and rear view cameras, Hinson (1974-1976) filmed 

four female subjects competing in a fast pitch tournament. A temporal 
analysis was conducted to determine the sequence of events and the ; 
timing involved. Events for which time was measured included the start 

to the top of the delivery, the start to stride foot contact, time of 
foreswing, and time of the complete pitch. Measurements from tracings 
included ball velocity and stride distance.

James (1971) used two high speed cameras to analyze the 
trajectory of the rise ball and the factors affecting this trajectory. 
Three male pitchers were filmed to obtain a total of forty-five pitches. 
Quantifications included ball velocity, rates of, rotation, and the 
amount of vertical deviation each pitch underwent from a normal 
parabolic trajectory.

Performing a study similar to James but on baseball pitches, 
Selin (1959) used two high speed cameras with two synchronoscopes in 
the field of view. He measured velocity, rate of rotation, and tra

jectory of the pitches.

Verwey (1957) examined movement patterns among what he termed 

"successful" pitchers. The study concentrated on body movements



critical to the production of maximum ballistic force and the basic 
mechanical principles responsible for such actions.

In a study analyzing the mechanical variables of the windmill 
delivery, Zollinger (1973) filmed one female subject with two cameras 
operating at sixty-five and sixty-four frames per second,.respectively.

A description of the presentation, wind-up, release, and follow-through 
was presented in addition to measurements concerning stride length, 
horizontal velocity of the pitch, the torque of the arm about the 

shoulder joint, and the torque of the hand-ball system about the wrist 
joint at release.

Technical Analysis 
Much of the technique literature on softball pitching centers 

on the mechanics of a fastball. Occasionally the technical literature 
has described grips involved in throwing different types of pitches 
(e.g., drop, rise, change-up), but infrequently has it discussed the 
other biomechanical factors involved in throwing such pitches.

With the exception of the film studies discussed above, the 

pitching literature is primarily based on pitching experience, coaching 
experience, observation, and still-camera photography. As a consequence 
of the minimal amount of documented literature, reliable descriptions of 

softball pitches often thrown in competitive situations are scarce. 
Moreover, due to the lack of film study, only a sparse amount of con
crete evidence has been presented to support the technical literature 

that does exist pertinent to softball pitching. In the following review
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of pitching technique, all descriptions refer to a right handed pitcher 

unless otherwise noted.

Presentation Phase

Stance. There appears to be some disagreement in the literature 
regarding foot placement in the set position. Though all of the 
literature stated that the right foot is positioned on the rubber in 
front of:the left foot. Hay (1973), Kneer and McCord (1966), Sullivan 
(1965), and Walsh (1977) contended that the heel of the right shoe 

should be in contact with the front edge of the rubber, whereas Kirby 

(1975) argued that the entire right foot should overlap the front half 
of the rubber. Hay stated that the position he advocated affords the 
pitcher an opportunity to obtain maximum distance through which to 
exert force on the ball. Conversely, Kirby believed that despite the 
increased momentum that would be generated by moving the right foot 
forward, the advantage gained by such a foot placement would be negated 

by the loose dirt and hole in front of the rubber. Such poor footing, 
according to Kirby, would lower the pitcher, thus hindering balance, 
causing an uphill throw and preventing a push-off from a solid pitching 
rubber which would decrease the force that could be developed.

In discussing left foot placement on the pitching rubber. Hay 
(1973), Kirby (1975), Kneer and McCord (1966), Sullivan (1965), and 
Walsh (1977) indicated that the toes of the foot should be in contact 

with the back edge of the rubber. Hay and Kirby felt that this foot 
position contributes to the distance over which momentum can be de
veloped. Kirby continued to say that the left foot remains flat on the
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ground and turns toward the first base side of the field, whereas the 
right foot plantar flexes and turns slightly toward the third base side 
to facilitate body rotation later in the pitching motion.

There is slight disagreement, if any, concerning the width the 
feet should be spread in the set position. Stressing maximum efficiency 
and comfort. Hay (1973)’, Kirby (1975) , Kneer et al. (1963), and Sullivan
(1965) recommended that the feet be spread approximately shoulder width 

apart. Hay pointed out that this stance provides the performer with a 

relatively broad base and reasonable stability.
Kirby (1975) suggested that the pitcher relax the right leg to 

prevent the build-up of excessive tension. Moreover, he felt that the 
leg should be flexed at the hip and knee to enhance the subsequent 
weight shift backward. The left leg, according to Kirby, remains 
straight and slanted slightly forward to support the pitcher's weight 
and to prevent the weight from overshifting.-

After the feet are placed. Hay (1973) and Kirby (1975) were of 

the ,opinion '.that the pitcher assumes an erect stance with the upper body 
leaning slightly back toward second base. This posture, according to 
Hay and Kirby, shifts the pitcher's center of gravity to the back edge 
of the base of support (directly over the left foot) to maximize the 
distance over which momentum can be developed. However, Kneer et al. 

(1963) and Zollinger (1973) took the position that the pitcher's weight 
should be..balanced over both feet for greater stability and comfort.

The shoulders, according to Kirby (1975), are level and square 
with the pitching rubber f and the upper arms are relaxed at the 
pitcher fs sides. Although the authors agreed that both elbows are
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flexed, descriptions of hand position differed differed somewhat. Hay 
(1973), Kneer et al. (1963), and Walsh (1977) described hand location as 
in front of the body approximately waist level. Kirby (1975) and 

Zollinger .(1973) suggested a slight variation, one that places the hands 
to the throwing side of the body's midline. Nonetheless, the authors 
did agree that the hands are held at waist level for maximum balance.

Hay (1973), Kirby (1975), Sullivan (1965), and Walsh (1977) 
emphasized that the pitcher must conceal the grip from the batter with 
the glove. The head remains erect and motionless, according to Kirby, 
with the eyes on the catcher's target. Zollinger (1973) further pointed 
out that the right hand and wrist are held in a neutral position until 
movement is initiated.

Grip. Despite the many variations of grips, none of the litera

ture appeared to refute any of Kirby's (1975) basic principles. First, 

a firm grip is necessary to transfer the total force to the ball and in 

the intended direction. Second, the ball should be gripped deep in the 
hand to increase the distance the ball can roll before it leaves the 
hand. Although this may decrease the length of the lever, it enables 

the pitcher to impart greater spin to the ball as well as exert greater 
control. Third, placing the fingertips on the seams increased the 

friction between the pitcher's fingers and the ball. Fourth, the ball 
should be gripped such that the greatest seam length and number of seams 
will meet the air in the direction the ball is intended to break. This 
principle applies to any pitch, whether it be curve, riser, drop ball, 
etc., regardless of the grip employed by the pitcher. Fifth, whenever



maximum velocity is desired, the ball is gripped with the thumb and 

first two fingers. This particular grip enables the pitcher to obtain 

greater finger and wrist action.
Walsh (1977) emphasized that there is no one correct way of 

gripping the softball ,for a particular type of pitch. The purpose of 
the grip, according to Sullivan (1965), varies with the type of pitch 
delivered. Moreover, the grip is secondary in importance to the body 
movements imparting spin and velocity to the ball. ■

Dobson and Sisley (1971) described the fastball grip as the palm 
of the hand facing up with the thumb and first two fingers grasping the 
ball. Interestingly, several authors, including Dobson and Sisley, 
described the drop ball grip in a similar manner. Kneer et al. (1963) , 
Kneer and McCord (1966), and Sullivan (1965) advocated this two-fingered 
approach, whereas Dobson and Sisley (1971) and Mitchell (1952) recom
mended that the first three fingers hold the ball underneath while the 
little finger is separated and bent back out of the way. Walsh (1977) 

pointed out that, while many pitchers prefer to grip the drop ball 

across the seams with the tips of the fingers gripping a seam, some 

elect to throw it with two fingers while others use three or four. In 
proposing an alternative grip for the drop ball. Feigner (1967) stated 
that the ball should be held as if the pitcher was flipping a marble.
He did not describe, however, the method for flipping a marble.

Several diverse grips were reported for the rise ball. Feigner 

(1967). described the grip as the fingers running along the seams with 

the little finger on the.'-left side of the ball and the thumb on the 

right side pointing toward the index finger. By tucking a finger or two
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under. Feigner (1967) and Walsh (1977) stated that not only will a 
rising action occur, but a horizontal deviation to the left may result. 
Walsh described a second method of gripping the riser as placing a 

knuckle (distal joint of digit) on a seam. Dobson and Sisley (1971) , 
Kneer and McCord (1966) , and Mitchell (1952) recommended that the 
fingers be placed on top of the ball with the thumb pointing down so 
that the knuckes of the hand face the batter.

Feigner (1967), Kneer and McCord (1966), and Sullivan (1965)
proposed that the change of pace can be thrown by gripping the ball 
loosely with the fingers and thumb. An alternate method gripping a 
change-up suggested by Dobson and Sisley (1971), Mitchell (1952), and 

Noren (1940) is to hold the ball deep in the palm with the thumb and all 
four fingers in contact with the ball. Feigner felt that this grip will 
result in a slow drop. A third method of holding a change-up was sub
mitted by Dobson and Sisley, Kneer and McCord, and Mitchell. In this 

method, the ball is gripped with the thumb and knuckles. Kneer et al. 
(1963) explained this "knuckle ball grip" as the first two fingers being 
bent with the nails dug into the ball as the thumb and third finger " 
apply an equal amount of pressure to opposite sides of the ball.

Delivery Phase

Upswing. Walsh (1977) stated that there are two methods of
initiating the windmill delivery. The first, referred to as the regular
method, is characterized by the pitcher immediately separating the 
pitching hand from the glove and proceeding into the upswing with the 

pitching arm. The second way is a combination of the regular windmill
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and a so-called pumping, action in which the pitching hand remains in 

the glove at the start of the windup as the pitcher lifts both arms to 

the chest, face/ or above the head. As the arms return downward, the 
pitching hand is removed from the glove and dropped down and backward 
just prior to being swung forward into a regular windup. According to 
Walsh, many pitchers feel this latter style gives them extra momentum, 
more consistent rhythm, and, as a result, more velocity. Moreover, this 
technique appears to be more confusing and distracting to the batter.

Hay .(1973) described the initial action as one in which the ’ 

pitcher moves both hands down and forward to a position near the knees. 
This movement. Hay reasoned, aided by a slight flexing of the knees, 
causes the shoulders to be drawn forward. Kirby (1975) explained the 
movement as a forward motion of the body. In either case, the authors 
agreed that the objective of the first movement is to set the center of

gravity moving in a forward and. downward direction and to permit the
left leg to be flexed and brought forward.

Kneer et al. (1963) and Cooper and Glassow (1976) offered addi
tional viewpoints to the initial movement. Kneer and associates stated 
that the delivery is begun by swinging both arms forward and upward.
The pitcher then reaches out without straining and Simultaneously shifts 
the weight of the body to the right foot. Cooper and Glassow, on the 
other hand, stated that the first forward movement is the ’.initiation of
a step with the left foot, thus placing the weight of the body on the
right foot.

Once the hands have reached the low point of the downward 

motion. Hay (1973) indicated that the pitcher pushes against the rubber
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with the left foot and then brings the left leg forward and upward in 
unison with a forward and upward swing of the arms „ The result. Hay 
surmised, is the movement of the center of gravity forward of the right 
foot and into a position from which forceful extension of the right leg 
moments later will drive it even farther in a forward and upward 
direction. Whether or not the center of gravity actually moves upward 

is questionable. This movement of the left leg differed somewhat from
Sullivan's (1965) example in which the left leg did not move until the

backswing segment of the upswing phase. However, this slight difference 
seems to be insignificant in terms of overall efficiency of the delivery.

There appeared to be some controversy as to whether both the 
arms should move together straight forward or to the right of the 
pitcher's hip during the upswing. Hay (1973) contended that both arms 
move straight ahead, whereas Cooper and Glassow (1976) and Kirby (1975) 
felt that they should move away from the body and toward the throwing 
arm side. In either case, the authors agreed that the arms continue 
their motion until they are approximately, horizontal, at which stage 
they separate with the right arm continuing in a backward and upward 
motion while the left arm remains relatively stationary to assist in 
balance.

As the right arm continues past the point of separation with 

the left arm. Hay (.1973) , Kirby (1975) , and Sullivan (1965) explained 

that the trunk starts to rotate in a manner such that the right side of
the body turns in the direction of the backswing. Broer (1973)
pointed out that this body rotation lengthens the backswing during the 
upswing and subsequent downswing phases, allowing more time to build up
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momentum. This increase in the length of the backswing, according to 
Broer, is made possible by a backward transference of weight and 
maximum body rotation allowed by rotating the hips toward the throwing 

side. Kirby (1975) explained that, while this action is occurring, the 
right foot turns toward the throwing arm side to permit even greater 
body rotation and to direct more force in a horizontal direction.

Cooper and Glassow (1976) indicated that, as the trunk rotation 

is occurring, the throwing arm is raised to the rear in a combined ab
ducting and extending shoulder joint action. . They further explained ■ 
that the body weight placed on the right foot facilitates pelvic rota
tion over that base of support and helps carry the left side of the 
pelvis forward, increasing the length of the stride. Kirby (1975) sug
gested that a high knee lift by the left leg further promotes body 

rotation as well as shifting more weight forward of the right leg.

Though the high knee lift may lead to a stronger push-off, thus in
creasing the pitcher's stride length, it is not clearly understood how 
this action will promote body rotation, especially in view of the fact 
that Kirby presented no evidence to support this assertion. Regardless 

of the knee action, Sullivan (1965) emphasized the necessity of the 

pitcher keeping the eyes on the target throughout this entire sequence.
At the top of the upswing, Kirby (1975) stated that the right 

leg is flexed at the hip and knee joints and that the foot is dorsi- 
flexed in preparation for the push-off in the downswing phase.
Zollinger (_1973)_ reported that, at this point, her subject was hyper
extended at the wrist and semi-pronated at the radio-ulnar joint, 

placing the ball slightly behind the ear. Some question existed.among
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other authors, however, as to the position of the elbow joint just prior 
to the initiation of the'downswing. Walsh (1977) contended that the 
elbow should be slightly flexed to produce a fulcrum-type action at this 
joint and the wrist. This action, Walsh felt, will produce greater 
velocity and ball rotation at release. Conversely, Dobson and Sisley 
(1971) recommended that the elbow be fully extended to generate greater 
power. They based this viewpoint on the notion that much of the power 
of the windmill pitch is derived from the shoulder muscles as this type 
of delivery allows little body rotation. However, this point seems un
certain due to evidence in Zollinger1s study indicating that body rota
tion contributes significantly to the velocity of the delivery. Verwey 
(.1957). conducted a film study which offered some evidence in support of 

Walsh1s contention. From his data, Verwey concluded that the radius of 
the pitching arm decreased in the first stages of the deliver. This 
decrease in arm radius would appear to indicate some type of elbow ■ 
flexion during the upswing phase.

In analyzing the result of her film study, Hinson (1974-1976) 

explained that the time required to move the ball to the top of the 
upswing did not appear to be critical to the overall velocity generated 
by her subjects. The main criterion, Hinson proposed, was that the 
pitcher reached the highest point of the delivery prior to the stride
foot contacting the ground.

Downswing. Bunn (1972) provided an overview of the force pro

duction phase of the* pitching delivery. He stated that the problem is
one of building up power— force and velocity— and imparting it to the
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ball. The factor of accuracy is involved, and maximum, distance is not 

usually the goal and maximum velocity is not always desired. Moreover, 
Bunn observed that a change in direction is often desired. Thus, the 

downswing phase of the delivery becomes the most crucial period in the 
pitcher's motion in terms of building up momentum and imparting force to 
the ball to obtain velocity and rotation.

Hay (1973) stated that, as the right arm descends from the top 
of the delivery, the pitcher's body continues to rotate away from the 
plate until the hips and trunk face sideways. He explained that there 
are two reasons for this continued rotation. First, it places the body 
in a position in which the hip and trunk rotators' are able to contribute 
to ball velocity. Second, it increases the distance through which the 
ball may be accelerated. Kirby (19 75) stressed that as this action 
occurs the upper body leans into the pitch until the striding foot is 
approximately six to twelve inches above the ground. He felt that this 

aids in the subsequent transfer of momentum toward home plate and in 

obtaining greater range of motion.
According to Cooper and Glassow (1976), Kneer et al. (1963), 

and Kneer and McCord (1966), the stride foot contacts the ground as the 
throwing arm approaches the horizontal position in back of the body. 
Conversely, Sullivan (1965) and Walsh (1977) contended that the stride 
foot should not contact the ground until the ball is released to insure 
maximum speed, power, and overall efficiency. However, not only is 
there a lack of evidence to support this latter assumption, the idea 

appears to be contraindicative for achieving maximum power. As 

Zimmerman (.19.74-1976) pointed out, the forward step must be completed
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prior to release if greatest velocity is to be generated. Without 
contact before release, Zimmerman continued to say that the body is less 
able to push off with the right foot, thus decreasing the momentum pro
vided by rotating the spine, hips, and shoulders.

There appeared to be some controversy in the literature con
cerning which part of the foot contacts the ground initially and 
exactly where the foot is placed horizontally from a line connecting the 
rear foot and target. Hay (1973) stated that the heel makes the first 

contact such that the foot is placed slightly to the left of the in
tended line of the pitch. This off-line placement. Hay felt, permits 
the hips to be fully rotated to the front, resulting in the maximum 
contribution of the muscles involved to ball velocity. Kirby (1975), 
on the other hand, believed that the inner edge of the foot strikes 

initially in a manner allowing the foot to fall on the imaginary line 
connecting the rear foot to the center of home plate. Kirby thought • 
that this placement allows force to be exerted in the proper direction, 
since stepping to the right or left of the line would divert part of the 
force in those respective directions. Kirby further postulated’that 
this placement permits the hips to rotate adequately to make a signifi
cant contribution to the ball's velocity. Kirby did report, however, 
that some of the finest pitchers in the country prefer to adjust the 
placement of the stride foot slightly to the right or left to throw an 
inside or outside pitch.

The length of the "ideal" stride as presented by various 

authors depends greatly on the pitcher's height and leg length. Kirby 

(1975) established the limits within this rationale as approximately



4.5 to 6.5 feet from the rubber. Zollinger (1973) noted in her film 
study that the subject consistently strode a distance of about 69% of 
her standing height. Whereas Mitchell (1952) advocated a short stride 
and Noren (1940) prescribed a long step, Hinson (1974-1976) indicated 
that the pitcher should stride a distance which allows the weight of 
the body to shift over the striding foot at the completion of the 
delivery. Regardless of the stride length selected by the pitcher, 
Dobson and Sisley (1971), Mitchell (1952), and Noren (1940) suggested 

that the distance be the same for every pitch to enhance timing and 

accuracy. Walsh (1977) not only agreed that the stride foot should be 

placed in approximately the same spot on each pitch, but also emphasized 
that the foot should point almost directly at home plate to maintain 
balance. Interestingly, in a study examining baseball pitchers,
Edwards (1963) found that changing the length of stride would not 
necessarily affect the consistency of the performer's control.

Broer (1973), Hay (1973), Kirby (1975), and Noren (1940) main
tained that, immediately after the stride foot contacts the ground, the 
hip, knee, and ankle of the leg flex to reduce the force of the impact. 
Absorbing the shock in this manner, according to Kirby, serves the 
added function of preventing the pitcher's eyes from being jarred and 

forced off target. Moreover, as Broer pointed out, allowing the stride 
knee to flex prevents resistance to the forward development of momentum 

in addition to lowering the center of the throw's arc (shoulder) which 

aids in flattening the arc of the ball path in the subsequent movements 
prior to release. Bunn (1972) explained that, by allowing the momentum
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to develop with a minimum of resistance, the force of the step is 

eventually added to the force of the arm movement.
Once the arm has approached the horizontal position behind the 

body, Sullivan (1965) noted that the critical point in the delivery has 
been reached. At this point, the forward swing of the arm continues 
simultaneously with a weight transfer from the right to left foot. For 
the best effect. Cooper .and Glassow (1976) stated that the upper torso 

should be facing to the right at the beginning of the forward swing so 

that the shoulders are in line with the direction of the throw. This 
action, according to Zimmerman (1974-1976), effectively increases the 

speed of the ball due to the elongation of the lever arm being utilized.
There is some disagreement concerning the sequences of movements 

in the latter part of the downswing. Kirby (1975) stated that the upper 
body assumes a slight lean back to check forward momentum. This in turn 
permits the necessary time for body rotation to make a maximum * contribu
tion to overall velocity. Differing somewhat from this concept. Hay 
(1973) contended that the pitcher *s body immediately rotates to the 
front as the arm is brought forward. This action, according to Hay, is 
partly caused by an eccentric ground reaction evoked by contracting the 
stretched muscles which extend the right leg and plantar-flex the foot, 

and partly because of the internal forces exerted at that time. Kirby 

(1975) pointed out that, by. contracting the stretched muscles in this 
manner, greater force is generated for the push-off segment of the 

phase. Kneer et al. (1963) indicated that the body's weight continues 
to shift to the leg with the push forward by the right foot.
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Though Walsh (1977) contended that the right foot remains on the 

rubber up to release despite the push-off, Bunn (1972) stated that the 
rear foot actually leaves the rubber at this point. This disconnection 
with the rubber prior to release not only is illegal, but, as Bunn 
pointed out, it appears^ to violate Newton's Law of Interaction which 
states that for every force there is always an equal and opposite force. 
However, Bunn believed that the body momentum that has bhen developed is 

so great in comparison to the mass of the ball that it is probably 
sufficient to absorb the backward reaction of the ball without a sig

nificant deceleration of forward velocity.
In describing the body rotation to the left, Broer (1973) ex

plained that, the more contributing body parts brought into action in a 
timed sequence of movements, the greater ball velocity obtainable. The 
body rotation, Broer continued, combined with the weight shift forward 
permits more body parts to contribute to the force generated. According 
to Broer and as reported in a film study completed by Deutsch (1969) , 
throwing for maximum speed depends on successive and concentrated hip, 

shoulder, and hand (ball) acceleration of sufficient intensity for the 
reaction to produce a negative acceleration in the preceding segment. 

Logan and McKinney (1970) theorized this action as a summation of in
ternal forces that is the direct result of the rapid, timed sequence of 

aggregate muscle action moving body parts in such a way that each force 
is added to the preceding force to provide the desired amount of force 

at the point of release. This transfer of force, they explained, should 
be from the larger or stronger muscle groups to the smaller or weaker
muscle groups. Haney (1952) concluded from her film study that the
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levers of primary importance in producing velocity were the hip and 
shoulder joints, whereas the forward body shift had little if any 
effect on the velocity of the ball. However, as Bunn (19 72) pointed out 

and as emphasized by Broer, the transference of weight from the rear to 
the front foot gives the body momentum which seems to be transferred to 
the throwing arm and thus to the ball. Thus, as Jensen and Schultz 

(1970) stated, in general the movements flow from the ground upward 
through the body and arm to the ball.

Broer (1973) , Hay (1973) , and Jensen and Schultz (1970) ex
plained that as the shoulder rotates forward and downward and the body 
weight shifts forward the path followed by the ball flattens out. They 

stated that, since the hand travels in an arc, the ball moves in a line 
tangent to that arc at the point of release. Consequently, the more 
nearly the arc approaches a straight line the less divergent are the 
tangents at various points on the arc. The flatter the arc which the 
hand travels, therefore, the greater the possibility of accuracy.

As the throwing arm moves toward home plate, the free army- 

according to Kirby (1975) , moves back away from home plate. Kirby 
stated that this movement provides stability, helps maintain the 

stretched condition of the chest muscles, and provides protection if the 
ball is hit back to the pitcher. .

Kneer et al, (1963) explained that just before release the upper 
body continues to turn toward home plate. According to Haney (1952), 
this rotation was accompanied by an increase in the angular velocity 

of the arm for all her subjects near the time of release.
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Hinson (1974-19 76) stated that the time elapsed from the top of 

the delivery to the moment of release seems to have the most effect on 

the force eventually generated to the ball. The results of her film 
study indicated that those pitchers completing the foreswing in the 
shortest period of time tended to demonstrate the greatest ball veloci
ties. She concluded that the speed from the top of the delivery to 
release should be as fast as possible yet permit control.

Imparting Spin to the Ball. According to Walsh (19 77) , the 
amount a ball will break depends on the speed of rotation and velocity 
of the ball at release. _ Thus, in most cases, the objective of the re
lease and all actions leading to this point is to generate as much force 
as possible to produce maximum velocity and spin. In describing the 
ball spin necessary to produce the desired action, Broer (1973), Bunn 
(19721, and Logan and McKinney (1970) pointed out that the ball will 

tend to curve in the direction of its rotation. They explained that, 

when a ball is moving at a high velocity and is spinning about its axis, 
pressure is built up on one side and reduced on the other. Oh the side 
where air resistance to forward motion is in opposition to that of the 
air moving around the ball, a high pressure area is built up. Oh the 
the opposite side the two forces are in the same direction and the 

velocity of the moving air is increased causing a low pressure area.

The ball tends to move toward the side where the pressure is least.

This effect is called the Magnus effect. For example, a ball with top- 
spin will build up pressure on top of the ball and reduce pressure under 
the ball, resulting in a pitch that tends to drop more rapidly than
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normal. A ball thrown, with backspin, on the other hand, will build up 
pressure under the ball and reduce pressure "above the ball causing it to 
remain in the air longer or even rise as the pressure overcomes some of 

gravity's pull.
In his study analyzing the rise ball and drop ball, James (1971) 

found that the pitches did not constantly bend upward or downward (i.e.: 

break) . during their flight. He did point out, though, that the balls 
deviated from the expected pathway for both the drop and rise balls. In 
other words, the rise ball tended to drop slower than a pitch following 
a normal parabolic flight and the drop ball tended to drop faster than a 
"normal" pitch.

Different joints appear to be responsible for imparting force 
and spin to the ball at release. Zollinger (1973) concluded from film 

observations that a torque about the glenohumeral joint contributes the 
most to ball velocity. In addition. Cooper and Glassow (1976) noted 
that some pitchers frequently flex their elbows and, as did Zollinger's 

subject, use either lateral or medial rotation of the humerus to develop 
speed. However, they reported that shoulder joint actions contributed 
the most to the overall velocity of the pitch. They concluded that 

present information did not indicate which shoulder joint action— ■ 
rotation of the humerus or flexion of the humerus with an extended 
elbow— contributes the most velocity to the ball. Bowne (1960) dis
covered in her film study that the position of the acting lever (the 
arm) at the moment of release was not a critical factor in increasing or 
decreasing ball velocity. The results of her study would appear to 
support the hypothesis that shoulder flexion contributes the most to
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velocity as the ball velocity did not significantly change whether or 

not the arm was rotated. In terms of spin. Cooper and Glassow (1976) 
and Zollinger (1973) agreed that a torque at the radio-ulnar joint 
provides the action necessary to impart rotation to the ball. However, 
in a study analyzing elbow, radio-ulnar, and wrist joint actions for 
fast, curve, and slow pitches thrown by four skilled females, WoIter
(1965) discovered from goniogram measurements that the positions of the 
elbow and radio-ulnar joints were similar for each pitch except for a 

slight degree, whereas the positioning of the wrist was more variable. 
She found further that the radio-ulnar joint was consistently supinated 

at.release in fast and curve pitches.
An interesting idea was suggested by Sullivan (1965) to improve 

the effectiveness of the release. He proposed that the pitcher can in
crease the ball's velocity and breaking action by "snapping" the ball 
off the hip. Omand (1974) supported this viewpoint in a study examining 
the windmill delivery with and without hip contact at release. He found 

that hitting the hip was superior in producing both velocity and 
accuracy. However, whereas the possibility of increasing spin at 
release by hitting the hip can be attributed to increased friction, this 
samet friction would appear to decrease the forward momentum of the ball 
as well as deflect the ball off a straight line which would result in a 
loss of accuracy. Thus, the breaking action of the ball may be promoted 

by hitting the hip, but possibly at the risk of a decrease in velocity 

and accuracy.

Kneer et al. (1963) emphasized that the motion up to release 
must be the same for every pitch regardless of its indended action



(i.e., rise, drop, change-up, curve). In general, most of the other 
literature agreed with this concept.' However, several authors sug
gested various pitching arm actions that the pitcher should initiate 

just prior to release for throwing the rise ball, drop ball, change-up, 
and curve. These actions must continue through release, as Broer (1973) 
indicated, so that the spin necessary to produce these pitches can be 
produced by causing an off center application of force at release. This 
force, as illustrated in the following literature, • can be applied in 
many ways to create the desired ball rotation.

There was a general consensus in the literature regarding the 

action of the pitching arm in the forward segment of the downswing for 

throwing the drop ball. Dobson and Sisley (1971), Kneer and McCord
(1966), Mitchell (1952), Sullivan (1965), and Walsh (1977) agreed that 

the arm should be rotated into a position in which the palm faces the 
target. This motion involves lateral rotation of the shoulder and 
supination of the radio-ulnar joint.

Only minor differences appeared in the literature regarding the 

release of the drop ball. Whereas Kneer et al. (1963), Kneer and 
McCord (1966), and Sullivan (1965) recommended releasing the ball off 
the first two fingers, Dobson and Sisley (1971) and Mitchell (1952) 
advocated using the first three fingers. However, all of these indi
viduals agreed that the thumb should not be contacting the.ball at 
ore lease in order that the ball can roll off the fingertips as the hand 

or fingers 11 snap11 upward. Unlike Dobson and Sisley who stated that this 
action occurs with the palm of the pitching hand facing the batter,
Walsh (1977) described the release with the palm facing upward as the
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ball rolls off the fingers. He felt that the fingers should be parallel 

to the ground to permit true topspin.
Two converse methods of throwing the rise ball were proposed.

Dobson and Sisley (1971) , Kneer and McCord (1966) , Mitchell (1952) , and
Sullivan (1965) suggested the technique of inwardly rotating the arm 
(shoulder medial rotation and radio-ulnar pronation) beginning just 
prior to release and continuing until the knuckles face the batter.

In contrast. Feigner (1967) and Walsh (1977) recommended an outward
rotation of the arm (shoulder lateral rotation and radio-ulnar supina
tion) beginning just before release. Furthermore, Walsh stated that the 

wrist should be hyperextended as the arm is brought forward to prepare 

for a subsequent wrist "snap..'" - •
Dobson and Sisley (1971), Kneer and McCord (1966),, Mitchell 

(1952) , and Sullivan (1965) proposed that, as the release of the rise 
ball approaches, the knuckles of the hand face the target. At the point 

of release, they stated that the wrist is "snapped" upward (hyper
extended). as the fingers pull and the thumb pushes the ball to impart 
backspin. Thus, the knuckles finish the release facing upward while the 
fingers point toward the batter. . An alternative method for releasing a 
rise ball was offered by Feigner (1967) and Walsh (19 77). They sug
gested that the forearm and wrist continue an outward rotation until 

these joints, in addition to the hand, become a straight line moving 
parallel to the body. At this point the wrist is "snapped" (actually a 

sharp continuation of ulnar deviation and radio-ulnar supination) so 
the ball is released with backspin. Feigner described this action as
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releasing the ball over the thumb in a manner which would allow the 
radior-ulnar joint to continue its outward rotation.

For the change of pace, no alterations in the downswing up to 
release were recommended. In fact, Dobson and Sisley (1971), Kneer and 
McCord (1966), Miller and Ley (1955), Mitchell (1952), Noren (1940), 

Sullivan (1965), and Walsh (19 77) emphasized that the key to an effec
tive change-up is that it must be thrown with precisely the same motion 
as used for the other pitches. Thus, the arm must move at the same 
speed and with the same sequence of motion as employed when throwing 

a fast ball.
Several methods for releasing a change of pace were presented. 

Sullivan (1965) proposed that the hand be turned over at release 

(shoulder medial rotation and radio-ulnar pronation) so that the 
knuckles point toward the batter. The effect of such an action in 
terms of reducing ball velocity, however, is not clear. Several 
authors including Dobson and Sisley (1971), Kneer et al. (1963), Kneer 
and McCord (1966), Miller and Ley (1955), and Mitchell (1952) suggested 
that at release the hand should be opened by extending the fingers and 
thumb so that the pressure all the way around the ball is removed at 

the same time as it is pushed out of the hand by the palm. This action 
will prevent spin from being imparted to the ball, allowing it to 
"float or sail" toward the batter. Miller and Ley stated further that 
a similar technique using the knuckles (distal joints of digits) can be 
employed to throw the change-up. Walsh (1977) pointed out that a 

change of pace can be released in different ways to achieve a breaking 

action in addition to the reduced velocity. To throw a change-up drop



ballr he stated, the arm and wrist are more rigid at release than for a 

regular drop, and the ball is pushed out of the hand off the fingertips. 
For a change-up curve ball or a change--up rise ball, he continued, 
additional wrist snap at release imparts greater rotation to the ball 
and a near elimination of the follow-through decreases the ball 
velocity. However, the elimination of the follow-through implies a 

reduction in arm velocity prior to release. Whether this action is 

detrimental to the pitcher's effectiveness is questionable.

Release Position. Kirby (1975) presented a general description 
of the pitcher's entire body at release. He stated that the stride foot 
is firmly planted with the toes pointed slightly to the third base side 
of home. The knee is flexed, but only to help absorb shock as previously 
mentioned, but also to increase the chances of releasing the ball at the 
desired height. At this point, Kirby added, the back foot continues to 
move ahead of the rubber with only the toes touching the ground. The 
upper body position, varying somewhat depending on the type of pitch 
thrown, is basically In an erect posture. This upright position, 
according to Kirby, enables the pitcher to swing the arm forward per
pendicular to the ground, increasing the accuracy of the pitch. Kirby 
indicated that some pitchers contend that they raise or lower their 
pitches by adjusting the upper body— i.e., the lower the pitch desired, 

the greater the forward lean. However, no evidence exists to support 
this assertion. In fact, vertical adjustments would appear to be made 

by leaning farther laterally or by flexing the forward knee more to 
lower the release point.
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There appeared to be some question about wrist action at 
release. Zimmerman • (1974-1976) stated that wrist flexion occurs at 

release to significantly increase the velocity of the ball. Whether she 

is inferring a return of the wrist to the neutral position from hyper- 
extension or the continuation past the neutral position to a state of 
hyperflexion is not clear. Cooper and Glassow (1976), Kneer et al.
(1963) , and Mitchell (1952) described this action as a wrist snap which 
provides added power to the pitch. It must be noted, however, that 
little evidence has ever been presented to support the theory that a 
wrist flexion or snap contributes significantly to ball velocity. In a 
film study including the investigation of joint contributions to the 
final velocity produced, Zollinger (1973) noted that her subject's 
wrist was hyperflexed at release. She concluded that the wrist action 
at ,release had some effect on the power generated, but significantly 
less than prior movements leading to release. The question remains un
resolved, therefore, regarding the degree of wrist action at release and 
the contribution this action has to ball velocity.

Hay (1973) contended that once the release point has been 
reached, the centripetal force exerted bn'the ball by the pitcher's hand 

is removed, permitting the ball to fly off in the direction it was 
moving. Jensen and Schultz (1970) stated that the ball should be re
leased at the lowest point of the arc, whereas Verwey (1957) found in 
his study that the optimum release point was between 315 and 360 degrees 

(0 degrees was the starting point with arm perpendicular to the ground) . 
However, a release point at 315 degrees would appear to be impossible as 
the ball would obviously be thrown into the ground. As Kirby (1975) and



Logan and McKinney (1970) emphasized, the moment of release should be 

that point in the fore swing when the greatest hand speed has been 
attained and the desired angle of projection has been reached because, 
as Broer (1973) pointed out, the ball acquires the speed and direction
of the hand at the moment of projection. 1

The height at which the ball is released relative to the 
pitcher's body varies to some degree. Hay (1973) and Kirby (1975) 
stated that the variation is due to several factors: (1) speed of the
ball at release, (2) desired location of the pitch, (3) posture of the
pitcher, and (4) the length of the pitcher’s arm. In view of these 
variables. Hay (1973), Hinson (1974-1976), and Kirby (1975) have indi
cated that the point of release generally is located directly below the 
chin or in line with the back of the left thigh, somewhere between the 

knee and hip joints. More specifically, Zollinger (1973) found1in her 

study that the pitcher consistently released the ball one-third of the 

distance from the knee to the waist, thus closer to the knee. Hinson 
stated that a release between the knee and hip will enable the pitcher 
to extend the elbow and to lead with the shoulder in order to flatten 
the arc through which the ball moves just prior to release. Kirby felt 
that a lower release point, one closer to the knee, is advantageous 
since the angle the ball will approach the batter will be effectively 
increased.

Ball Velocity. A controversy has developed concerning the 

velocity softball pitches- have obtained and can obtain from an underhand 
delivery. Hay (1973), Lieber (1961), Miller and Shay (1964), and



Sullivan (1965) noted that velocities up to 98.8 miles per hour (145 
feet per second) have been reported for some of the best softball 

pitchers. The validity of such measurements, though, has been ques
tioned by Lieber (1961) who pointed out that the cameras used to time 
these particular speeds filmed at a rate of only fifty frames per* 
second, thus possibly introducing sources of measurement error. Miller 
and Shay (1964), in addition, failed to substantiate these findings in 
a study involving nine male pitchers from top level leagues in the New 
England area. Speeds averaging approximately 60 miles per hour (88 feet 
per second) were recorded for these subjects. In studies also measuring 
ball velocities, Deutsch (1969) and Kenny (1938) found that, at all 
skill levels, subjects consistently threw faster overhand than underhand 

even if they had been skilled softball pitchers. Bunn (1972) reported 

that the average fastball in major league baseball traveled at a speed 
of 94 feet per second with a maximum velocity of 145 feet per second 
recorded (146.67 feet per second = 100 mph) . In view of this and the 

other evidence presented, therefore, it seems questionable whether a 
pitcher throwing a softball underhand can attain ball velocities similar 
to those achieved by few, if any, of the best major league baseball 
pitchers. As Broer (1973) stated, since the backswing and body rota
tion are more restricted for the underhand delivery in comparison to 
the overhand delivery, the underhand pitch is not as conducive to 
producing maximum speed.

Bunn (1972) explained that even though a breaking ball'is 

released with an equal amount of force as a fast ball, its forward 

velocity is less. He pointed out that this decrease in velocity of a
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breaking pitch results from the pitcher applying force in two directions, 
with a portion.of it being spent to impart spin to the ball. Since this 
spin is either sideways, upward, downward, or a combination of these 
rotations, a portion of the force is directed in one or two of those 
directions. Consequently, less force is directed toward the target.
Bunn further reported that an average curve ball in the major baseball 
leagues travels at 84 feet per second, ten feet per second less than a 

fast ball. Kenny (1938) supported this concept in his study, finding 
that a- curve ball thrown underhanded tended to approach the batter, some

what slower than a fast ball. He did not report ball velocities, but 

gave the average time of flight for the pitches thrown. In comparing 
the velocities of the rise ball and drop ball, James (1971) disclosed 
that all three of his male subjects.consistently threw the drop ball 

between 0.3 to 3.0 feet per second faster than the rise ball. His soft

ball pitchers were throwing in the range of 80 feet per second.

Follow-Through Phase

The literature constantly pointed out that there are two funda
mental reasons for the follow-through after release. First, Broer 
(1973), Bunn (1972), and Hay (1973) explained that there is a necessity 
to reduce the speed of the various body parts— particularly the pitching 
arim— to help prevent injury, without impairing the application of forces 
to the ball. As Broer (1973) indicated, the muscles are incapable of 

stopping momentum suddenly without a jerk or strain. Thus, the momentum 

of the hand must be gradually reduced to avoid straining the arm and 

shoulder. Moreover, if the hand is stopped or jerked back at, or
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immediately following release, the arc of the throw is shortened and 
speed of the hand must be reduced before the ball leaves the hand. The 
second purpose for the follow-through, according to Bunn (1972), Hay 
(1973), Kneer et al. (1963), and Sullivan (1965) is to move the pitcher 
into an efficient fielding position.

As in the other phases of the pitch, there seems to be a great 
variance among pitchers in terms of the follow-through. However, as 
Kirby (1975) stated, there appear to be several general points common 

to most pitchers.
In the follow-through, Kirby (1975) explained, the stride foot 

maintains approximately the same position it held at release, but 
pointed slightly more toward home. The stride leg is slightly flexed at 
the knee as it slants back a few degrees. The push-off leg flexes about 
forty-five degrees and is swung to the left of the stride foot as it 
moves forward to counterbalance the throwing arm and to keep the body's 
center of gravity within the base of support. As the rear leg continues 
forward, its direction changes as it finishes on a line to the right of 
home plate. Zollinger (1973) referred to this action as a short re
covery stride. At this point, there was some disagreement as to the 
final foot placement. Kirby proposed that the right leg finishes about 
two feet behind the stride foot. In contrast, Kneer et al. (1963) , 

Sullivan (1965), and Walsh (1977) contended that the right foot swings 

forward to a point near a line with the left foot as the weight balances 
over both feet. In either case, Kirby pointed out that the knees finish 

slightly flexed to help accentuate the pitcher's movement toward home 

and to place the legs in a position from which they can respond quickly.
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Kirby (1975) stated that the trunk continues to rotate to the 

left, as it did in the latter stages of the delivery phase, until the 

hips and shoulders are square with the pitching rubber * As Sullivan 
(1965) stated, the pitcher should complete the fo±l"ow~ thro ugh facing the 

batter in a good fielding position. Kirby noted that throughout this 

movement his subjects demonstrated a slight body lean back toward 
second base-with the head remaining erect and the eyes directed toward 
home plate.

Kirby (1975), Sullivan (1965), and Zollinger (1973) pointed out 
that after releasing the ball, the pitching arm continues in a forward 
and upward path finishing at least shoulder high. Logan and McKinney 

(1970) explained that the extent of the arm follow-through is in direct 
proportion to the intensity of the summation of internal forces. Thus, 
they emphasized, the follow-through should be smooth and continuous in 
order to dissipate the amount of force accumulated during the force 
producing phase. Hinson (1974-1976) and Zollinger (1973) indicated 
that, in general, the arm's follcw-through should be executed with an 

extended elbow, inward rotation of the arm, and shoulder flexion. 
However, as Hinson (1974-1976) and Walsh (1977) noted, specific 
pitches, such as drop balls and risers, may necessitate different 

patterns of follow-through. For example, after throwing a rise ball, 
according to Walsh, the arm should continue to rotate outward to insure 
that maximum spin is imparted to the ball. For a curve ball, Walsh 

(1977) suggested that the wrist and hand continue moving slightly across 
the front of the body after release.
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Zollinger (1973) noted that the free arm during follow-through 

follows an inward and downward path, primarily for the purpose of 
balance and recovery. Thus, the left arm, according to Kirby (1975) , 
finishes at the pitcher's side with the elbow flexed and the glove held 
about waist level and slightly open toward home.

Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to examine the techniques and 

mechanical principles pertinent to throwing selected softball pitches, 
particularly the drop ball, rise! ball, and change of pace. The entire 
delivery was reviewed, but an emphasis was placed on the force producing 
phase (downswing).

There have been few cinematographic studies conducted involving 
softball pitching. Among those film studies completed, none investigated 
the techniques for throwing various pitches such as the rise ball, drop 

ball, and change-up. However, these studies have provided information 

on the general characteristics and mechanical principles underlying such 
pitches.

The literature presented several techniques for throwing each 
type of pitch. The primary differences were in grips and arm actions in 
the downswing just prior to and including release, although most of the 
authors emphasized the need for the motion to be as identical as 
possible for every pitch. Though alternate methods for throwing each 
pitch were described, the basic mechanical principles were the same.
In other words, by altering grips and imparting different directions 
and speeds of spin to the ball, different pitches can be thrown. To
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throw a rise ball backspin must be imparted to the ball, whereas to 

throw a drop ball the ball must be delivered with topspin.
Several controversies regarding the general characteristics of 

the delivery were also evident in the literature. Examples of these 
controversial issues include timing of stride foot contact, placement 
of the stride foot, wrist and forearm action at release, and the ball 
velocities that can be attained at release.

Hopefully, cinematographic studies can offer evidence so that 
the unknown and controversial elements of softball pitching can be 
better understood. From such film studies, a keen insight into the 
techniques and mechanics underling the skill of throwing various pitches 

may be gained and, consequently, pitching performances may be improved.



CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURES

To accomplish the purposes of the project, it was necessary to 

determine the three most frequently thrown pitches in the top level 
men’s softball league in Tucson as well as to select those pitchers who 
throw these particular pitches with the most effectiveness. Once this 
information was obtained, subjects were filmed throwing the selected 
pitches, and from the films data were collected to provide answers to 
the study's questions as outlined in Chapter 1.

Following is a detailed description of the procedures employed 
to acquire the above information. Examples and illustrations are given 
where appropriate to clarify the selection of pitches and subjects, 
filming methods, and the procedures used to analyze the pitching per
formances on film.

Selection of Pitches and Pitchers

An attempt was made by the investigator to contact individually 

and in person all pitchers in the Tucson AAA Fastball League for men 
immediately following scheduled games. Over a two-week period ten of 

a total of twelve pitchers in the league were contacted. The remaining 
two pitchers failed to attend their team’s games over that period and, 
thus were not questioned.

The subjects that were contacted were told that the proposed 
investigation involved the analysis of selected characteristics of

40
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various types of pitches thrown in that particular league. They were 
also reminded that their participation in any part of the study was 
voluntary and that they could withdraw at any time. At this point a 
self-explanatory questionnaire (see Appendix A) was administered to 
the subjects, with as much time as necessary being allowed for its com
pletion. The questionnaire requested each subject to list his five 
favorite pitches in order of preference, the percentage of time he threw 
each pitch in a game, and the number of years he has thrown each type of 
pitch. In addition, the subjects were asked to rank the other pitchers 
in the league on their ability to throw a rise ball, drop ball, change 
of pace, and curve ball. The investigator remained in the immediate 
area while each pitcher completed the questionnaire in case any ques
tions arose. The only question that was asked pertained to the proce

dure for listing pitchers in each category if the subject considered 

less than five pitchers in the league capable of throwing the pitch(es) 
effectively. The subject was instructed to list only those pitchers he 

thought were capable of throwing the pitch effectively, even if that 
meant.less than five names would be specified. Upon completion of the 
questionnaire the pitcher was asked if he were identified as a subject 

for further study, would he, at his convenience, consent to be filmed 
throwing the selected pitches. All pitchers agreed to be potential 
filming subjects.

The questionnaire was analyzed to obtain the following informa

tion: (1) the three pitches most frequently thrown in the Tucson AAA
League; and (2) who, according to the pitchers themselves, were the five 
best pitchers in the league in terms of ability to throw the three



selected pitches. The first item of information, the three pitches most 
frequently thrown, was obtained by summing the percentage of time the 

pitchers threw each type of pitch (values obtained from the percentage 
column in question one on the form) and dividing by the number of 
pitchers completing the questionnaire. The pitches with the three 
highest averages were the pitches selected to be thrown for the filming 
analysis. These pitches were the drop ball (x = 37%):., the rise ball 
(x = 35%), and the change of pace (x = 9%).

The second item of information, the five best pitchers, was 
determined by referring to the lists on the questionnaire (questions 
3-6) which ranked the pitchers in the league according to their 
effectiveness with a certain pitch. The pitchers selected were those 
compiling the greatest amount of points in accordance with the scale 
described in Table 1, providing that the pitcher was capable of 

throwing all three types of pitches. This latter qualification was 
examined by referring to question 1 on the form for all five of the top 
ranking pitchers to determine if all three of the selected pitches were 
among each subject's five best (favorite) pitches. If one of the 
pitches had not appeared on the list of the pitcher's favorite pitches, 
the next ranking pitcher would have been chosen providing he met the 
above qualifications, and so forth until five subjects had qualified 
for filming. However, since the top five ranking pitchers met all of 
the qualifications, this latter part of the procedure did not have to be 

implemented. The pitchers' rankings as determined from the voting pro
cedure are presented in Table 2.
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Table 1. Pitcher1s Ranking Scale

Rank Points

1 5

2 ' 4

3 3

4 2

5 1

Table 2. Ranking of Eligible Pitchers

Pitcher1 s Rank ' * Points Received 
in Voting

.Subject Number 
for Filming

1 106 3
2 72 1
3 70 4
4 27 2
5 18 5
6 (tie 11
6 (tie) 11
8 9
9 (tie) 7
9 (tie) 7

11 5
12 1
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All five pitchers qualifying for the filming segment of the 
study were right-handed windmill pitchers. Each selected pitcher was 
randomly assigned a subject number from one to five for use in the re
mainder of the study.

Table 3 lists the five subjects* three favorite pitches, the 
rise ball, drop ball, and change-up, in the order of each pitcher's 

personal preference. The total years of experience that each pitcher 
has thrown these particular pitches are presented in Table 4. Informa

tion on favorite pitches and total years of experience was obtained from 
the questionnaire each subject completed.

Filming Procedure
The top five pitchers who qualified by the above process con

sented to be filmed at The University of Arizona softball-field during 

the week of July 3-10, 1977. Four of the subjects were filmed on 
Thursday, July 7, at half hour intervals starting at 3:00 p.m. The 
fifth subject was filmed at 12:00 noon on Sunday, July 10. The same 
filming procedures which are explained below were followed for both 
filming sessions.

Prior to filming, a consent form (see Appendix B) explaining 
the nature, demands, benefits, and risks of the project was presented 
to each subject for his signature. The subject's height was then 
measured from a yardstick taped to the wall four feet above ground. Leg 

length, measured from the greater trochanter of the right leg to the 
ground, was assessed using two yardsticks taped together. Both height 

and leg.length measures were taken with the subject wearing his pitching
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Table 3. Three Favorite Pitches of Each Subject

Subject 1st 2nd . 3rd

1 Drop Rise Change-up
2 Drop Rise Change-up
3 Rise Drop Change-up
4 Drop Rise Change-up
5 Rise Drop Change-up

Table 4. Years of Experience Per Pitch for Each Subject

Subject Drop Rise Change-up

1 7 7 3

2 6 12 3

3 32 25 7
4 5 6 2

5 2 4 2
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shoes. Small strips of black plastic electrician’s tape were then 
placed on the subjects to aid in the analysis of body movements and the 
location of various body landmarks. Areas which were taped included 
the lateral side of the right knee, right hip joint, right shoulder 
joint (two small strips were placed here perpendicular to each other 
and intersecting directly over the glenohumeral joint), lateral and 
medial aspects of the right elbow, right radial bone (long strip placed 
along the bone extending from just below the elbow to slightly above 

the wrist), and dorsal side of the hand along the tendon to the third 

digit. In one case. Subject 5, the tape on the radial bone would not 
stick, and, consequently, small strips of tape at the proximal and 
distal ends of the bone were used to indicate this area. In the case of 
Subject 3, the tape at the wrist had to be loosely placed around the 
entire joint since it would not stick to the dorsal side.

Once the subject was prepared with the tape, black and white 
photographs using a Kodak Tele-Instamatic 608 camera were taken of the 
grips he employed for the rise ball, drop ball, and change of pace.
One photo of the grip used for each type of pitch was taken from a 
front or side view.

To film the softball pitch, two cameras were placed perpen

dicular to one another, one on the throwing side of the pitcher and the 

other directly behind the pitching rubber, both approximately thirty 

feet from the subject (Figure 1). The side view camera was an 

electric motor-driven 16mm Locam set to operate at a rate of 200 frames 

per second. It was placed perpendicular to the estimated point of 

release of the ball. The rear view camera was a 16mm spring-driven
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Figure 1. Camera Set-Up
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Pathe, set to op-rate at a rate of 70 frames per second. It was placed 

along an extension of a line running through the center of the pitching 
rubber to the target. Kodak 4-X Reversal film was used in both cameras.

A grid that had been constructed out of a 6 feet x 9 feet foam 

rubber mat three-quarters of an inch thick was taped to a wall parallel 
to and 46 feet from the pitching rubber. Strips of black running the 
length and width of the mat were used to mark off one foot squares on 
the grid extending from the ground to the top of the mat in the vertical 
direction and from the left of the right border in the horizontal 
direction. The purpose of the grid was primarily to allow the.-pitcher 
to throw into it, leaving a temporary mark where the ball landed and, 
thus, permitting the investigator to locate the exact point the ball 
was positioned as it finished its 46 foot flight. The grid also served 
the secondary purpose of aiding in the analysis of the ball positions 

during flight as seen from the rear camera.
A red 3 in x 3 in target made from construction paper was 

thumb tacked at the intersection of the vertical and horizontal lines on 
the grid, representing the point three feet from the ground and three 

feet from the left border. Directly below this point, a home plate was 
placed such that a 46 foot pitching distance from the rubber would be 
obtained.

. A specially marked softball was used to aid in the film analysis 
of ball spin. Black plastic electrician's tape was placed around the 
circumference of the ball between the seams such that if the tape 

strips had intersected they would have been perpendicular to one 

another. However, the tape was not placed directly over any seams. The
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tape was thus arranged on the ball in a manner allowing the subjects to 

grip the ball for each pitch according to individual preference.
The subjects were given as much time as necessary to warm up. 

Once the subject reached the point when he felt he could begin to throw 
ail of his pitches, he was told the sequence that the three types of 
pitches would be thrown for filming (i.e., rise ball, drop ball, 
change-up) so that, if desired, he could continue warming up in that 

sequence.
During the filming, a batter (the investigator) stood in the 

right-handed batters box to simulate as closely as possible a game 
situation. However, the batter did not swing at any of the pitches.
The batter had the further responsibility of placing a numbered thumb 
tack at the pont where the ball had left its mark on the grid at impact 
so that measurements could be taken after the trials were over.

Two.sets of the three selected pitches were filmed for each 

subject in the sequence previously described. After each pitch the 
subject was asked to subjectively evaluate the pitch according to this 
scale: (1) yes, I am satisfied with the pitch; (2) I am somewhat

satisfied with the pitch; or (3) no, I am not satisfied with the pitch. 
Each response was recorded on a data sheet (see Appendix B) . If a 
pitcher felt that he had failed in his two attempts to throw a certain 
pitch satisfactorily, he was asked to throw that pitch until he accom
plished the intended ball action (i.e., break, or decrease in velocity). 

This problem occurred once when filming Subject 4. He indicated that 

he was not satisfied with either of his change-ups and, as a result, 

repeated this pitch twice after finishing his original six trials.
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After each subject completed his pitching trials, he was filmed 

by both cameras while holding a "yardstick board" perpendicular to the 
camera and at the point where the ball was released during the pitching 

trials. Filming the "yardstick board" in this manner enabled/:the in
vestigator to - ̂ determine a conversion factor for length and distance 
measurements made in the film analysis. A stopwatch with a three second 
sweep was also filmed by both cameras after the second and fourth sub

jects completed their trials on the.first filming day and after the one 

subject completed his trials on the second day. Filming the stopwatch 
allowed the calculation of each camera's exact speed, thus permitting 
the computation of frame interval time. Immediately following each sub
ject's pitching trials, the height above the ground that each pitch 
contacted the grid was measured. These measurements were made with a 
yardstick, and were taken from the ground to the center of the appro
priate thumb tack signifying the impact of that specific pitch. The 
results were then recorded on the data sheet as seen in Appendix B.

Measurements of Tracings
The performances on film were analyzed by studying tracings of 

selected characteristics of the best trial (as judged by the pitcher) 
for each type of pitch that the subject threw. Tracings were made from 

a large image Recordak Model P-40 with the exception of the temporal 

analyses which were done with a small image Recordak Model M-PE and were 

completed by carefully outlining the subject's body and any adjacent 

objects or figures necessary for analysis, such as a ball, pitching 

rubber, yardstick board, or target. When appropriate, constant
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background markings in the form of horizontal and vertical lines as well 
as body markings (tape) were included in the tracing. Examples of each 
type of tracing and measurement are presented subsequently in this 
chapter.

In some instances tracings and measurements were performed twice 

to provide greater data reliability. When the explanation of these 

types of measurements appears later in this chapter, limits as to the 

acceptability of the range of measurement variation between the tracings 
will be presented.

Frame Interval Time
Frame interval time was calculated from the stopwatch filmed 

during both sessions. Using the large image Recordak, the number of 
frames exposed in the time it took the stopwatch hand to travel one 
second was counted. This procedure was repeated using a new one-second 
interval. If the second interval did not equal the first, a third 
interval was counted, with the two intervals equivalent in frame numbers 

being accepted as the correct camera speed. The frame interval :time was 
then calculated by dividing one second by the accepted number of frames 
counted in one second.

Frame interval time for the Pathe camera was .0141 (71 frames 
per second) in the first filming session and .0143 (70 frames per 
second) in the second session. Frame interval time for the Locam was 
.005 (200 frames per second) in both sessions.
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Conversion Factor for 
Length Measurements

The conversion factor for distance and length measurements was
calculated from a large image Recordak tracing of the "yardstick board"
which was filmed after each subject's performance. Using Hewlett-
Packard data analysis equipment consisting of a 9810A programmable
calculator and a 9864A digitizer, the portion of the board representing
three feet was digitized. The resulting value was printed out in inches

iby the calculator through a program to measure length of lines. The 
three foot length on the "yardstick board" was then divided by the 
inches digitized to obtain a conversion factor indicating that one inch 
on the tracing was equivalent to "x" actual feet. This procedure was 
followed for each subject for both side and rear views. Figure 2 
illustrates this method of obtaining a conversion factor.

Figure 2. Conversion Factor —  E.g., digitized length - 3.14". Con
s 'version factor = — = .9554 .. 1" on film = .9554 feet.
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Ball Velocity and 
Flight Deviation

The trial selected to be analyzed for each type of pitch thrown 

by the subject was determined by his subjective evaluation of the pitch. 
In other words, the trial that each subject was most satisfied with for 
a particular pitch was the trial analyzed from film. To test the 
validity of assuming that the pitcher could choose his own best trial, 
an example was selected for each type of pitch for each subject to 
determine whether the pitcher actually had chosen his best trial (best 

trial meant the pitch which deviated the most in the intended direction 

for the rise ball and drop ball and the pitch which was thrown with the 
least amount of velocity for the change-up). For example. Subject 3's 
preferred rise ball landed 1.4 feet above the landing point of his 
second choice pitch. In terms of a drop ball. Subject l*s preferred 
trial landed .7 feet below the landing point of his second best trial. 
Subject 2fs preferred change-up traveled over 11.7 feet per second 

slower than did his non-preferred change of pace. Thus, it was assumed 
that allowing the subject to choose his own best trial was valid.

If a subject was .unable to decide on his best trial, measure
ments were made from both trials of that particular pitch to determine 
the best trial. This occurred only with Subject 5 who could not decide, 
on either his best rise ball or drop ball. The same criteria for 

establishing the best trial as were used in the example above were used 
in this case.

To derive ball velocity and angle of projection for each 

pitcher's best rise ball, drop ball, and change of pace, and to
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calculate vertical deviation for the landing point of the rise and drop 
balls (vertical deviation was not calculated for the change-up since the 
primary objective of this pitch is to approach the batter with less 
velocity than a normal pitch), computations were made from a side view 
tracing as illustrated in Figure 3. The Hewlett-Packard digitizer and 
calculator were used to obtain measurements from the tracing. The 
tracing represents the ball at release and in each of the first four to 

five frames after release as well as the pitching rubber location. The 
ball outlines were traced by lining up the tracing paper with the 
constant background markers in each frame. Tracings of this type were 
repeated until at least two consecutive tracings yielded a variation of 
.1 feet per second or less in ball velocity and .5 degrees or less in 
angle of projection.

Re]

x Each interval = .005 sec.

CD- y

Figure 3. Side View Tracing of Ball Position At and After Release
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As illustrated in Figure 3, a vertical line (x) was drawn from 

the center of the ball at release perpendicular to a horizontal line 

,(y) extending from the pitching rubber. The exact location where the 
line from the rubber was drawn was determined from a rear view tracing 

of the ball at release as seen in Figure 4. The total length of the 
rubber (indicated by a) was digitized as was the distance (b) from the 
edge of the rubber to the point on the rubber intersecting Vzith a 
vertical line extending from the center of the ball. The percentage of 
line b to line a was then calculated. By .returning to the side view 
tracing (Figure 3) , the length of the front of the rubber was measured 
and the percentage obtained in the previous step was marked off from the 

right front edge of the rubber along the front border of the rubber.
This point represented the location of the ball at release relative to 
the rubber. Thus, in Figure 3, line y represented the horizontal 

distance from the rubber to the release point, line x signified the 
height above the ground of the release point, and the intersection of 
lines x and y represented the ground just below the ball at release.

The lengths of lines x and y were then digitized and converted to actual 

feet using the side view conversion factor for the subject.
The initial velocity of the ball and angle of projection were 

measured from the side view tracing (Figure 3) using the Hewlett-Packard 
digitizer and calculator. The program used for these computations also 
calculated the initial horizontal and vertical velocities of the ball, 
the time to the high point of the ball's flight, and the vertical and 
horizontal distances to the high point. Once this information was 

obtained, one of two series of formulas was used to calculate the height
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Figure 4. Rear View Tracing of Ball Release Position Relative to the 
Pitching Rubber

above the ground at which the ball would have contacted the grid if 
gravity alone had affected the ball's flight. In other words, this 

height, operationally termed as the predicted height, represented the 
point the ball should have contacted the grid if it had followed a 
normal parabolic flight pattern and thus had not deviated to any degree 
in either an upward or downward direction.

The first series of formulas for determining predicted height 

at contact was used when the horizontal distance to the release point 

plus the horizontal distance to the high point of the ball's flight was 

less than 46 feet. First, the horizontal distance to the release point 

plus the horizontal distance to the high point were subtracted from 46
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feet to obtain the remaining horizontal distance to impact. Second, the
horizontal distance to impact was divided by the initial horizontal ball
velocity to determine the time from the high poin t to impact. Third,
the distance through which a freely falling object should have fallen in

2the time to impact was determined by the formula D (distance) = % gt ,
where g = 32.2 ft/sec/sec and t = time from high point to impact.
Fourth, this vertical distance that the ball should have dropped in the 
specified time was then subtracted from the height the ball actually was 

above the ground at its high point. The resulting value was the pre

dicted height.
A second series of formulas for calculating predicted height was 

used when the horizontal distance to the release point plus the hori
zontal distance to the high point of the ball's flight was greater than
46 feet* First, the horizontal distance to the release point was sub
tracted from 46 feet, with the resulting value being divided by the 
initial horizontal ball velocity. This step provided the time between
ball release and its impact with the grid. Second, the same formula

2given above, D = ^ g t w a s  used to determine the vertical distance the 

ball should have fallen in the time from release to impact. Third, this 

distance the ball should have dropped was subtracted from the product of 
the time to impact and the vertical velocity to obtain the predicted 
height.

Vertical deviation of the ball from a normal parabolic flight 

pattern was calculated by subtracting the predicted height of impact on 

the grid from the true height of impact. The latter value was obtained
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from the data sheet used to record the height above the ground for each 
pitch after the subject had completed his trials.

Path in Space and Velocity of Pitching 
Hand During Force Production Phase

The path in space of the pitching hand during the force produc

tion phase for each subject's selected trials was investigated using 

side and rear view tracings as seen in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
In addition, the side view tracings were used to calculate the resultant 
velocity of the ball in the hand at .01 second intervals throughout this 

particular phase.
Side view tracings of the ball in every other frame (.01 second) 

were completed by lining up the tracing paper with the constant back
ground markings. Such ball tracings were repeated until two consecutive 
tracings produced hand velocity variations of .1 feet per second or less 
for each interval.

Hand velocity was determined by digitizing the distance the ball 
center (represented by a dot inside each ball) traveled in each interval 
and multiplying this value by the side view conversion factor to arrive 
at the distance in feet covered during the interval. The time of the 

interval (.01 second) was then divided into the distance covered to 

arrive at the velocity of the ball in the hand during the interval.
This process was repeated until hand velocity in each interval up to 
release had been measured. These velocities were then graphed for 
each pitch.
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Key:

D1 -
D2 -
D3 - 
D. -

Horizontal distance from release

Horizontal distzmce from release 
point to stride foot heel 
Vertical distance from release point 
to hip joint
Vertical distance from release 
point to knee 
Stride length

Figure 5. Release Position, Stride Length, and Path in Space and 
Velocity of Pitching Hand— Side View
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Horizontal distance from 
the release point to stride 
foot toe

c

Figure 6. Release Position, and Path in Space of Pitching Hand— Rear 
View
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Release Position and Stride Length
Several measurements were made from both side and rear view 

tracings of each subject at release in all three selected trials. The 
tracings, as illustrated in Figure.5 and Figure 6, respectively, in

cluded the subject, hip and knee markers (side view only), the pitching • 

rubber, and the ball.
From the side view tracing/ (Figure 5) , the position of the 

release point (represented by the fingertips) relative, to the chin, 
stride foot heel, right hip, and right knee was determined. A vertical 
line was drawn through the pitcher* s fingertips extending- from the 
ground to the subject's head. Perpendicular horizontal lines were then 
drawn from the chin (D̂ ) and the stride foot heel (D̂ ) to the vertical 
line. The lengths of lines .and were digitized and converted to 
feet to determine the horizontal distance the release point was from the 
chin and stride foot. To calculate the vertical distance from the 

release point to the hip and knee, vertical lines were drawn from both 

these joints, extending to a horizontal line drawn from the fingertips.
In the example, and represent the vertical distances from release 
to hip and knee, respectively. These vertical lines were then digitized, 
the resulting value being multiplied by the side view conversion factor 

to determine the necessary real vertical distances in feet. Relative 

distance of the ball from the hip and knee joints was then expressed as 
a per cent of the distance from knee to hip.

In addition to the measurements relative to release, stride 

length was measured from the side view tracing (Figure 5). The distance 
from the pitching rubber to the heel of̂  the stride foot, illustrated by
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line Dj_, was digitized. The length of the stride in feet was then 

computed by multiplying the digitized distance by the side view 
conversion factor.

From the rear view tracings at release (Figure 6), the hori

zontal distance from the fingertips to the stride foot toe was measured. 
A vertical line was first drawn from the subject's fingertips to the 

ground. A horizontal line (x in Figure 6) was then drawn from the toe 

of the stride foot perpendicular to the vertical line. The length of 
line x was digitized and converted to actual feet using the rear view 
conversion factor.

Pitching Arm Actions
Detailed tracings of the pitching arm between the point where 

the upper segment of the limb had reached the horizontal position behind 
the body to the point of, release were drawn from both side and rear view 

films for the purpose of analyzing and describing arm joint actions 
characteristic to each type of pitch. The tracings were drawn for 

every framef every second frame, or every third frame depending on 

whether the arm had moved in a manner significant to, the analysis, (e.g., 
rotation or lack of) , and included all tape markings on the arm as well 
as the ball in the hand.

The tape markings located at the shoulder, elbow, radial bone, 
wrist, and hand were observed in each tracing to determine what, if 
any, actions occurred at the arm joints which may have led to a release 
resulting in the necessary spin for the ball to deviate in the intended 
direction or to decrease in velocity. Note, however, that these



movements could not be quantified, and consequently, were analyzed and 

described solely in terms of joint actions such as flexion, extension, 

abduction, medial rotation, lateral rotation, supination, and pronation.

Temporal Analysis
In addition to the preceding descriptive analyses, a temporal 

analysis of each selected trial was conducted to determine the sequence 
of actions and the actual time elapsing between events (real time) . The 
procedure involved counting frames elapsing between the following events
(1) upper segment of the pitching arm horizontal in front of the body,

(2) upper segment of the pitching arm vertical above the trunk, (3) 
stride foot first contacts the ground, (4) upper segment of the pitching 
arm horizontal behind the body, (5) toe of the rear foot first leaves

or drags forward from the pitching rubber, (6) upper segment of the 
pitching arm first reaches the vertical beside the body, and (7) 
release. An example of each event traced from the side view film is 
presented in Figure 7. Note that, as was frequently -the case, the 
order of events did not follow a 1 through 7 sequence. By counting the 

frames elapsing between each event and multiplying this value by the 
frame interval time, the time that expired between events and the total 
time elapsing from event 1 to the final event were calculated.

Tracings of each event for all selected trials were completed 
from the side view film to aid in descriptive analyses. These tracings 
included the performer and the pitching rubber, and were used primarily 

for analyzing and describing the subject's overall body actions 

throughout the delivery phase for each of the three pitches.



(a) Event Is  Upper Segment of the 
Pitching Ana Horizontal in 
Front of the Body

(b) Event 2: Upper Segment of the 
Pitchino Arm Vertical Above the 
Trunk

(c) Event 5: Toe of the Rear Foot 
First Leaves or Drags Forward 
from the Pitching Rubber

(d) Event 3: Stride Foot First Contacts 
the Ground

(e) Event 4: Upper Segment of the Pitching 
Arm Horizontal Behind the Body (f) Event 6: Upper Segment of the 

Pitching Arm First Reaches the 
Vertical Beside the Body

(g) Event 7: Release

Figure 7. Selected Events for Temporal Analysis
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Summary
The three pitches most commonly thrown in Tucson's top-level 

male fast-pitch softball league were determined from a questionnaire 
completed by ten of the league's pitchers. In addition, the league's 
five top pitchers , as selected by the pitchers themselves, were 
determined from the questionnaire, and were requested to perform the 

three pitches, the rise ball, drop ball, and change of pace, during 

a filming session.
Two filming sessions were arranged at The University of Arizona 

softball field. Four of the subjects were filmed during the first 
session and the remaining subject was filmed during the second session. 

Prior to filming, the height and leg length of each subject were 
measured and photographs were taken of the grips used by the subject 
for each type of pitch. Tape markings were placed at selected joints 
to aid in the analysis and description of actions used to impart spin 
to the ball. Two 16mm cameras, one placed to the side of the subject 
and one directly behind the subject, were used to film the pitchers per
forming two trials, of each type of pitch, or as many trials as necessary 
until the pitcher was satisfied with at least one trial of each pitch. 
The subjects threw into a grid used for locating the exact height of 
the ball above the ground after it had traveled the 46 foot pitching 

distance.

Several tracings and measurements were made from the films of 

each subject using the best trial for each type of pitch. Best trials 
were determined from the pitcher's subjective evaluation of each pitch 
recorded during the filming sessions or, if the subject was ;undecided



on his best trial, from the pitch which deviated the most in the in
tended direction in terms of the rise ball and drop ball and from the 
trial with the least velocity in terms of a change of pace. Tracings 

and measurements from the best trials included ball velocity, angle of 

projection, deviation of the ball's flight from a normal parabolic 
pattern, the path in space of the pitching hand from both side and rear 
views, pitching hand velocity from the side view, release position from 
both side and rear views, arm actions from both side and rear views, and 
a temporal analysis which also included tracings of each event for 

descriptive purposes.



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

The purpose of this chapter is to present the data which were 

collected in accordance with the procedures described in the preceding 
chapter. The specific questions of the study listed in Chapter 1 have 
been restated and the data obtained have been reported with the appro

priate question to provide evidence for a more thorough understanding 
of the.mechanics involved in throwing the rise ball, drop ball, and 
change of pace.

The chapter is divided into two sections: (1) Descriptive
Data, and (2) Temporal Data. Findings from film analyses are presented 
for each of the study's questions within the two data categories.

Descriptive Data
This section presents the data related to the study's questions 

which specifically examine the descriptive aspects of the pitching 

fundamentals and the ball's flight for each type of pitch. These areas 
include grip, stride length, arm action, ball path prior to release, 
ball resease position, and ball flight.

Grip

Question: What grip does the subject use when throwing each

type of pitch? Figure 8, showing Subject I's three grips, indicates 
similar finger position for the rise ball and change of pace, whereas

67
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(c) Change of Pace

Figure 8. Grips Used by Subject 1
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the performer's drop ball grip differed noticeably. In contrast to the 

rise ball and change-up grips in which the first two fingers crossed the 

seams, the subject held the drop ball with the first three fingers 

crossing the seams. In'addition, while the subject held the rise ball 
and drop ball with some space between the ball and palm of the hand, he 
gripped the change-up deep in the palm with all five hand digits 
grasping.the ball.

Subject 2 demonstrated a distinct grip for each type of pitch 
studied (Figure 9) . Though he gripped the rise ball and Change-up with 
the first two fingers placed along the seams, the former grip was dis
tinguished by the tucked index finger allowing the distal segment of 
the digit to contact the ball. In contrast, the performer's drop ball 
grip was characterized by the first three fingers running across the 
seams.

/The photos for Subject 3 (Figure 10) show a noticeable differ

ence between the rise ball grip and the grips the pitcher used for the 
drop ball and change of pace. Whereas the performer held the rise ball 
with the first two fingers placed along the seams, he gripped the drop 

ball and change-up with the first two fingers running along the seams. 
Moreover, the subject tucked the index firjger slightly for the rise 
ball such that the distal and medial segment of the finger contacted 
the ball. This index finger placement was in contrast to the more 
common placement the subject utilized for the other two pitches, namely 

placing the inferior aspect of the digit on the ball. Further, the 
subject appeared to hold the change-up less firmly than he gripped the 
rise and drop balls.
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Figure 9. Grips Used by Subject 2
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(a) Rise Ball

(b) Drop Ball

(c) Change of Pace

Figure 10. Grips Used by Subject 3
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The photos for Subject 4 (Figure 11) demonstrate distinctive 

grips for each of the performer's three pitches. In constrast to the 

rise ball grip in which the second and third fingers were placed along 
the seams, the subject held the drop ball with the first two fingers 
across one seam. Additionally, for the rise ball the subject tucked 
the index finger such that the distal and medial aspect of the digit 
contacted the ball just to the side of the seam. For the change of pace 

the subject, exhibiting a grip quite distinguishable from the rise and 
drop balls, held the ball deep in the palm of the hand with the five 
digits firmly grasping the ball.

Subject 5 exhibited identical grips for the rise ball and change 
of pace, while displaying a completely unique grip for the drop ball 
(Figure 12). For the rise ball and change-up the performer held the 

ball along the seams with the second and third fingers while tucking the 
index finger such that the distal tip of the finger contacted a seam 

The subject's drop ball, on the other hand, was held deep in the hand 

with all of the fingers placed closely together along a seam.
In a comparative analysis between subjects on the rise ball 

grip, it can be seen that four of the five pitchers employed some form 
of an index finger tuck. Subjects 2 and 5 tucked the finger so that the 
fingernail area contacted the ball; and Subjects 3 and 4 tucked the 
finger in a manner allowing the distal and medial portion of the finger 

to contact the ball. Conversely, Subject 1 completely extended his 
index finger such that the underside of the digit lay flat on the ball. 
In addition to the index finger placement. Subject 1 differed his rise 
ball grip from the other four subjects by placing his first two fingers
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Figure 11. Grips Used by Subject 4
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across the seams, whereas the other performers placed either two or 

three fingers along the seams.
A comparison between performers on the drop ball reveals three 

types of grips. Subjects 1 and 2 used a grip placing three fingers 
across the seams, similar to the grip used by Subjects 3 and 4 which 
involved placing two fingers across the seams. In complete contrast to 
these two types of grips, Subject 5 held the ball in a cup-like manner

with all of the fingers running with the seams.
Four unique grips were employed by the subjects for delivering 

the change of pace. Whereas Subjects 1 and 4 gripped the ball tightly 
in the palm of their hands, Subject 3 held the ball loosely in the 
fingers. Subject 2, on the other hand, held the ball with two fingers 
placed along the seams, and Subject 5 tucked under the index finger 

while placing the second and third fingers with the seams.

Stride Length
Question: What is the performer's stride length for each type

of pitch? What is the percentage of stride length relative to body 

height and leg length?
The stride length for each pitch is reported in Table 5 and

illustrated in Figure 13. Measurement of each subject's height and leg
length (Table 6) permitted the calculation of stride length as a per 

cent of body height (Table 7) and as a per cent of leg length (Table 8).
The data in Table 5 and Figure 13 pertaining to Subject 1's 

stride lengths indicate similar stride distances for the three pitches. 

The lengths varied less than one inch over a distance of 5.5 feet, with
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Table 5. Stride Length

Subject
Rise 
(ft.)

Drop
(ft.)

Change-up 
(ft.) Range X

1 5.5 5.5 5.4 0.1 5.5
2 4.6 4.7 4.5 0.2 4.6

3 3.7 3.7 3.3 0.4 3.6
4 5.3 4.7 4.7 0.6 4.9

5 4.5 4.4 4.1 0.4 4.3
Pitch x: 4.7 4.6 4.4

Table 6. Subject's Body Height and Leg Length

Body Height Leg Length
Subject (ft.) (ft.)

1 6.65 3.58

2 6.15 3.17
3 5.92 3.17

4 5.92 3.17

5 6.10 3.17
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Figure 13. Comparison Across Subjects of Stride Length for Each Type of 
Pitch



Table 7. Percentage of Stride Length to Body Height
78

Subject Rise Drop Change-up Range X

1 83 83 82 1 83
2 74 76 73 3 74
3 63 62 55 8 60
4 89 79 79 10 82

5 74 73 67 7 71
Pitch x: 77 75 71

Table 8. Percentage of Stride Length to Leg Length

Subject Rise Drop Change-up Range X

1 154 154 152 2 153

2 144 148 141 7 144

3 118 115 103 15 112

4 166 147 148 ‘ 19 154

5 142 140 130 12 137

Pitch x: 145 141 135
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the rise ball stride .1 inch greater than the drop ball which was .84 
inch greater than the change of pace.

Thus, in terms of percentages of stride length to body height and 

leg length (Tables 7 and 8), only miniscule differences existed between 

the three pitches. Specifically, the performer's stride length was 83% 
of his body height for the rise and drop balls and 82% for the change-up. 
Further, this stride was 154% of his leg length for the rise and drop 
balls and 152% for the change-up.

yResults for Subject 2's stride lengths (Table 5 and Figure 13) 

suggest somewhat greater variances among the pitches. The subject's 

stride for the rise ball was 1.7 inches less than the drop ball and 

slightly more than 1 inch longer than the change-up. Consequently, as 

indicated in Tables 7 and .8, the performer's stride for the rise ball 
was 74% of his body height which was less than the drop ball's 76% and 
more than the change-up's 72.5%. Moreover, the subject's stride length 

for the rise ball was 143.5% of. his leg length which was less than the 
drop ballIs 148% and more than the change-up's 141%.

Subject 3's stride lengths (Table 5 and Figure 13) varied from 
1 to 6 inches between pitches. The rise ball produced the greatest 
stride, 1 inch more than the drop ball and almost 6 inches more than 
the change-up. These results produced stride.lengths that ranged from 
63% of body height for the rise ball and drop ball, respectively, to 
-55% of body height for the1 change-up (Table 7) . The percentage of 

stride length to leg length measured 118% for the rise ball, 115% for 

the drop ball, and 103% for the change-up (Table 8).
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Stride distances for Subject 4 (Table 5 and Figure 13) varied 
noticeably between pitches. The performer’s rise ball stride was over 
7 inches longer than that for the drop ball and over 6 inches greater 
than the stride for the change-up. As a result, the percentages of 
stride length to body height (Table 7) and leg ..length (Table 8) show 
marked differences. The former percentages ranged from slightly less 
than 89% for the rise ball to over 78% for the drop ball and over 79% 
for the change-up. For the latter percentages, the rise ball stride 

measured over 165% of the leg length compared to less than 147% for the

drop ball and slightly more than 148% for the change-up-.
The data relative to Subject 5 1s stride lengths (Table 5 and 

Figure 13) indicate distances which were within five inphes of each 
other. The rise ball’s stride was just slightly more than the drop 
ball’s, about .5 inch, and almost 5 inches longer than the change-up’s 

stride. The percentage of stride length to body height (Table 7) ranged 

from 74% for the rise ball to almost 73% for the drop ball and over 67% 
for the change-up. Further, the performer's stride was 142% of his leg 
length for the rise ball, 140% for the drop ball, and 130% for the 
change-up (Table 8).

A comparison among performers’ rise balls shows a "variety of 
stride lengths. The distances ranged from Subject 3's 3.73 feet to 
_Subject I’s 5.51 feet. Two subjects (1 and 3) strode over 5 feet, two 
more (2 and 5) strode between 4 and 5 feet, and one subject (3) strode 

under 4 feet. Interestingly, when each subject’s stride length for the

rise ball was compared to his stride distance for the other two pitches
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it can be seen that for all performers, except Subject 2, the stride 

distance for the rise pitch was the greatest.
There appears to be some variability among subjects in terms of 

stride length for the rise ball relative to body height and leg length. 
The percentages of stride length to body height ranged from 63% to 88%, 
with two subjects (1 and 4) falling between 80% to 90%, two subjects 
(2 and 5) falling between 70% to 80%, and one subject (3) falling 
between 60% to 70%. Thus, as can be seen from the data, the subjects 
strode from 66% to 90% of their body height. The percentages of stride 

length to leg length also demonstrate much variance. These percentages 

ranged from 118% (Subject 3) to over 165% (Subject 4), with the re
maining three subjects falling in the ranges of 150%-160% (Subject 1) 

and 140%-150% (Subjects 2 and 5). These data show that the subjects 

strode a distance from about 20% to 66% greater than their leg length ■ 
when they threw the rise ball.

The results for the drop ball also show a wide variance among 
subjects1 stride lengths.. The greatest distance was obtained by subject 

1 at 5.50 feet and the smallest stride was taken by Subject 3 at 3.66 
feet. Subject 1 was the only performer to stride over 5 feet for the 
drop ball delivery, which Subjects 2, 4, and 5 strode around the 4.50 
foot mark, and Subject 3 under 4 feet. For three subjects, 1, 3, and 
5f the drop ball had the second longest stride distance, being shorter 

than the rise ball•s and longer than the change-up. Subject 21s drop 

ball stride was his longest stride compared to the rise ball and change- 

up while Subject 4,s stride for the drop pitch was his shortest 
distance.
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The percentages of stride length to body height and leg length 

demonstrate a variance for the drop ball similar to that existing for 

the rise ball. The stride length ranged from 62% (Subject 3) to 83% 
(Subject 1).of the performer's body height with four of the five sub

jects falling between 72% and 83%. The percentage of stride length to 
leg length showed a greater variance as the subjects::ranged from 115% 

(Subject 3) to over 153% (Subject 1) . Subjects 2, 4, and 5 fell in the 
140%-150% range, therefore indicating, in addition to Subject l*s data, 
that when delivering the drop ball four of five subjects strode a 
distance approximating 1.5 times their leg length.

In terms of the three pitches studied, the greatest variance 
among pitchers in stride length occurred with the change of pace. The 
longest stride length for the change-up was obtained by Subject 1 at 

5.43 feet while the shortest distance was recorded by Subject 3 at 3.25 

feet. As with the drop ball, only Subject 1 obtained a distance greater 
than 5 feet, as Subjects 2 and 4 strode around the mid-4 foot range and 
Subject 5 in the Mow 4 foot range in addition to Subject 3's low 3 foot 
mark. The change-up stride was the shortest length of the three pitches 
for Subjects. 1, 2, 3, and 5 while being the second longest for Subject 
4 behind the rise ball and ahead of the drop ball.

Stride lengths relative to body height and leg length appeared 
to vary considerably among pitchers for the change-up. The stride 
lengths measured from just under 55% (Subject 3) to almost 82% (Subject 
1) of the subjects * body heights. In addition to these two performers, 
the other three subjects' strides ranged from f)5%-80% of their 

heights. Once again the percentage of stride length to leg length
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showed a greater variance as the pitchers ranged from under 10 3%
(Subject 3) to over 151% (Subject 1). Subjects 2 and 4, on the other 
hand, ranged from 140%-150% while Subject 5 fell just under 130%, Thus, 
for the change-up pitch the subjects varied their stride lengths from 

a distance almost equivalent to their leg length to a distance 1.5 

times greater than the limb's length.
When expressed as a percentage of height, the means (Table 7)

for each pitch reveal that the rise ball, drop ball, and change-up had
the longest, middle, and shortest stride lengths, consecutively. The 
same rank order of pitches exists when expressing stride length as a 

percentage of leg length (Table 8). These results, in addition to 
stride length expressed in actual feet (Table 5), consistently show that 

the rise ball had the longest stride length and the change-up the 
shortest stride length, with the drop ball falling in the middle.

Arm Actions
Question: What arm and hand joint actions seem to be asso

ciated with the amount and direction of spin imparted to the ball?
Each subject's arm and hand joint actions during the force

production phase of the three selected pitches have been analyzed from 
rear and side view film tracings of the throwing limb. The purpose of 
this analysis is to present data pertaining to the arm and hand joint 

actions that appear to be related to the spiniimparted to the ball 

which, according to the literature, is responsible for the vertical 

deviation of the rise ball and drop ball, and partially responsible for
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the actions of the change of pace. The tracings on which this analysis 

is based are in Appendix C.
The data pertaining to Subject I's arm actions appear to indi

cate a similar pitching arm motion for the performer's rise ball, drop 
ball, and change of pace for the downswing up to the point just prior 
to release. In all three deliveries the subject appeared to maintain a 

position of shoulder lateral rotation throughout the initial stages of 
the downswing phase. Nonetheless, at release the subject demonstrated 
distinct arm actions for each pitch. Whereas he exhibited slight radio
ulnar pronation and wrist ulnar deviation just prior to and through 
release of the rise ball, he contrasted this action when throwing the 
drop ball by pronating his forearm to a much greater degree. In addi
tion, the subject demonstrated an arm action somewhat analogous to the 
rise ball in preparation for releasing the change-up, namely the slight 
radio-ulnar pronation and slight ulnar deviation of the hand. Thus, the 
arm remained in a more supinated position for the rise ball and change- 

up, whereas the drop ball was characterized by greater pronation. In 
all three pitches, however, the subject allowed the ball to roll off the 
fingertips at the point of release.

Subject 2 produced several arm actions during the initial stages 

of the downswing phase for each pitch. As the arm reached the hori
zontal behind the body for all three pitches, the elbow was almost 
extended and the arm was in varying degrees of shoulder medial rotation 

and radio-ulnar pronation, with more of these two actions occurring in 

the change-up and less in the drop ball. From that point on until just 
before release, supination and some lateral rotation occurred in all
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three of the subject's pitches. However, at the point the ball was 
released there appeared to be differences in radio-ulnar and wrist 

actions. Specifically, for the rise ball the subject demonstrated wrist 
ulnar deviation at this point, whereas he maintained a position of 
supination for the drop ball and change-up, thus allowing the ball to 
roll off the fingertips for the drop pitch and the fingers to simul
taneously extend at release for the change-up delivery.

The tracings depicting Subject 3's arm actions for each pitch 
seem to indicate similar motion in the early segment of the downswing 
phase. However, just prior to release significant differences occurred 
among pitches in forearm and hand joint movements. At this point in 
the rise ball delivery the performer rotated his forearm such that the 

limb was supinated at release in addition to the hand being in a posi

tion of ulnar deviation. For the drop ball, just before release the 
shoulder was slightly rotated medially in combination with radio-ulnar 
pronation to allow the palm of the hand to face the target as the ball 

rolled off the fingertips toward the target. The subject's change-up 
delivery, on the other hand, was characterized in the final moments of 
the downswing by a medial rotation of the shoulder elbow flexion, and a 
release marked by radio-ulnar pronation and the simultaneous extension 
of the fingers and thumb.

Arm and hand actions for each of Subject 4's three pitches 
exhibited similar patterns during the bulk of the downswing phase. As 

the arm progressed, toward the release point for each pitch it basically 

remained in a position of lateral rotation. Immediately preceding 

release, however, each pitch was marked by a distinctive forearm and/or
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hand joint action. For the rise ball, the subject rotated the forearm 

to a position of supination, in addition to demonstrating wrist ulnar 
deviation. His drop ball delivery, in contrast, culminated in a release 
which presented the forearm in a position of supination in a manner 
permitting theball to roll off the fingertips as it left the hand. 
However, as seen in rear view tracing, pronation occurred immediately 
after release. The subject, as with the drop ball, appeared to roll the 
change-up ball off the' fingertips at the point of release with radio
ulnar pronation occurring as the ball left the fingertips.

Subject 5*s tracings- illustrate,similar arm actions during the 
majority of the downswing phase of each of the three pitches. In all 

three cases the performer's arm remained in a position of shoulder 
lateral rotation up to a moment just prior to release, at which point 
each pitch demonstrated its own characteristic pattern that continued 
through release. The rise ball was marked during the final stages of 
the delivery by shoulder medial rotation while the forearm remained 
supinated and ulnar deviation occurred at the wrist. On the other hand, 
the subject released the drop ball off the fingertips as the palm of the 
hand faced the target with the forearm in supination. The performer 
exhibited a similar arm action for the change-upbut released the ball 
somewhat differently as he projected the ball simultaneously from the 

fingers which were in a curled (flexed) position.

Many similarities and differences are manifested in a compara
tive analysis between each type of pitch thrown by the five subjects.
For the rise ball delivery, all of the performers except Subject 2 pro
gressed through the major portion of the downswing phase with the
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pitching shoulder laterally rotated and the forearm supinated. The 

pitchers* arms remained in this position longer for the rise ball than 

the other two pitches. This action was combined with wrist ulnar devia

tion by each subject as the arm and hand continued through release.

This latter characteristic was evident in the tracings as the subjects1 

fingers were consistently on the left side of the ball at the release 

of the rise pitch.
The deliveries employed by the subjects for the drop ball 

offered similar fundamentals from the top of the downswing through re
lease. First, all five subjects maintained an arm position of. some 
lateral rotation (but not as much as for the rise ball) throughout most 
of the phase. At a moment just preceding release the performers 
medially rotated the shoulder and supinated the radio-ulnar joint such 
that the palm of the hand faced upward (except for Subject 3) and toward 
the target as the ball was being rolled off the fingertips toward the 

target. These actions are evident in the subjects * rear view drop ball 
tracings illustrating that the index and middle fingers were behind the 
middle of the ball at release.

The initial stages of the downswing phase for the subjects * 

change-up pitch basically exhibited similar patterns. Each performer 
retained a laterally rotated arm position until just prior to release 
(less so for Subject 3). At this point several contrasting arm and hand 
joint actions occurred among the subjects. Three of the performers. 

Subjects 1, 2, and 5, rotated their forearms more closely to a position 
of supination at release than Subjects 3 and 4. However, these sub

jects projected the ball using two different hand techniques. Whereas
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Subject 1 allowed the ball to roll off the fingertips, Subjects 2 and 5 

released the ball simultaneously from the fingers. A second method of 
delivering the change-up was demonstrated by Subjects 3 and 4. Just 

prior to release these two performers slightly flexed at the elbow in 

addition to pronating the forearm.

Ball Path Prior to Release
Question: What is the path in space of the subject's pitching

hand and ball during the force production phase for each type of pitch?
Side view tracings of the ball in the subject's hand were drawn 

from the film at every other frame during the downswing phase for each 
type of pitch. These ball tracings represent the path in space of the 
pitcher's hand during the force production phase of each pitch. Rear 
view tracings of the ball in the performer's hand were made for every 

frame during this phase to provide a second perspective for analyzing 

the hand's path for the various pitches.
As the side view tracings illustrate. Subject 1's hand path in 

space for all three types of. pitches follows an - oval ;shaped arc through
out the majority of the downswing phase. Just prior to release the 
three arcs flatten out, and continue in.this manner until the ball 

leaves the hand. In the rear view tracings, the hand path is shown to 
deviate only slightly from the sagittal plane for each pitch. However, 
there appears to be a small difference between the paths of the rise 
ball and the other two pitches. Whereas the hand path for the drop ball 
and change of pace follow more vertical paths, the path followed for the
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rise ball moves in a slightly more reverse S-shape manner during the 

downswing phase than it does for the other pitches.
As seen from the side view tracings of the hand path followed by 

Subject 2 for the three pitches, the pitcher's hand in all three 
deliveries follows an oval path until just prior to release, at which 
point the path flattens out. Nonetheless, the hand's arc for the change 
of pace appears to be slightly larger than for the rise or drop balls. 
The rear view tracings show the path of the hand to deviate considerably 
from the sagittal plane. In all three pitches the ball moves from left 
to right initially, and then back to the left during most of the down
swing phase. As the hand and ball approach release for each pitch, the 

hand remains primarily in the sagittal plane.
The side view tracings of hand.and ball path in space for each 

of Subject 3*s pitches show that the hand follows an elliptical path 
until it flattens out just prior to release. The paths for the three 

deliveries appear from the side view to be very similar throughout the 
entire downswing. The rear view tracings demonstrate that the hand path 
patterns for each pitch follow closely to the sagittal plane during the 
complete phase. As in the side view tracings, the rear view figures 
show a noticeable similarity among the hand paths followed in each 
pitch.

Subject 4's hand and ball paths in space for the three pitches 
as depicted in the side view tracings show that, the hand follows an oval 

arc before flattening out in preparation for release. Further, these 
drawings seem to indicate that the hand follows a similar arc in all 

three deliveries«. The rear view tracings show that the hand paths for



each pitch deviate only slightly from the sagittal plane. These figures 

also illustrate similar hand paths for the three pitches.
Subject S's hand and ball paths traced from the side view film 

for the three pitches show that for each pitch the hand follows an oval 
arc before flattening out just prior to release. The rear view tracings 
indicate that the subject's hand follows very closely to the sagittal 
plane throughout this phase. The hand, as seen from these illustrations, 
appears to follow comparable paths for each pitch.

In an analysis comparing each subject^s hand and ball path prior 
to release for the three pitches, a general-pattern .appeared. With the 

exception of Subject 2, during the major portion of the downswing the 
performers characteristically followed an elliptical or oval shaped path 
basically within the sagittal plane. Just preceding release, the sub
jects' hand paths flattened out and travelled parallel to the ground, 
continuing in this manner through release. Subject 2, however, demon
strated a relatively unusual style in terms of plane of motion. Though 
his hand followed an elliptical pattern throughout the downswing phase, 
his movement across the sagittal plane in a left to right pattern was 
unique.

Ball Release Position .
Question: Where is the ball released horizontally in relation

to the chin and stride foot as seen from the side view? Where is the 

ball released horizontally relative to the stride foot as seen from the 

rear view? Where is the ball released vertically relative to the knee 
and hip joint of the push-off leg as seen from the side view?
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The data providing evidence for these questions pertaining to 

the ball release position were obtained from the tracings included in 
Appendix D. The results relative to the horizontal distances are pre
sented in Tables 9-11 and illustrated in Figures 14-16, while the 
vertical distances are recorded in Table 12 and depicted in' Figure 17. 
For all pitchers and pitches, the heel of the stride foot was ahead of 
the chin at the instant of ball release.

Compiling the horizontal and vertical positions of Subject lfs 

release point reveals several similarities and differences among the 

three pitches. - -The subject released each pitch^closer horizontally 

(side view) to the chin than to the stride foot. He released the 
change-up farthest (.28 ft.) in-front of the chin, the rise ball 
slightly (.04 ft.) in front of the chin, and the drop ball .46 ft. be
hind a vertical line dropped from the chin. This placed the change-up 
release point .98 feet behind the heel of the stride foot compared to 
1.41 feet behind this foot for the drop ball. The horizontal rear view 
data show that the subject released the drop ball the farthest (.50 
ft,) laterally from the stride foot and the rise ball the closest 
(.10 ft.) to the stride foot. Vertically, the performer released each 

pitch between the trail leg's hip and knee joint, with the change-up 

being released farther above the knee (55% of the distance measured from 
knee to hip) and the drop ball and rise ball closer (48% and 44%, 
respectively) to the knee.

Subject 2's release positions for each pitch exhibited some 

similarities and variances. The performer released each pitch closer to 

the chin than to the stride heel as measured horizontally from the side
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Table 9. Horizontal Distance Between the Release Point of Each Pitch 
and the Subject's Chin— Side View

Subject
Rise 
(ft.)

Drop 
(ft.)

Change-Up
(ft.)

Subject
X

1 +.04 . -.46 +^28 -.05
2 +.69 + .49 + .34 + .51
3 -.18 -.61 +.11 -.23
4 + .02 -.43 — • 38 -.26
5 —. 12 -'. 46 + .26 -.11

Pitch x: +.09 —. 28 +. 12

Table 10. Horizontal Distance Between the 
and the Subject's Stride Foot—

Release Point 
Side View

of Each Pitch

Subject
Rise • 
(ft.)

Drop
(ft.)

Change-Up
(ft.)

Subject
x

1 -1.27 -1.41 -.98 -1.22

2 -.91 -1.15 -.75
X

-.94

3 -1.07 -1.47 -.61 -1.03

4 -1.02 -1.15 -.98 -1.05

5 -.93 -1.28 — • 68 -. 96

Pitch x: -1.04 -1.29 — • 80
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Table 11. Horizontal 

Pitch and
Distance Between the 
the Subject’s Stride

Release Point of 
Foot— Rear View

Each

Rise Drop Change-■Up Subject
Subject (ft.) (ft.) (ft.) X

. 1 +.10 +.30 +. 26 + .22
2 +.76 +.94 + .34 + . 68

3 -.11 +«11 +. 07 + .02

4 + .18 +.19 +.20 + .19
5 +.16 + .12 +.08 + .12

Pitch -x: +.22 + .33 + . 19

)
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Subject 1 _1h~

c d r
Subject 2------------ |------------1---- 1— 1— 1---1

-1* chin +1'

Subject 3

Subject 4 L----
- r  chin

Subject 5 4-

Key:
r - rise ball 
d = drop ball 
c - change-up
♦ ■ horizontal distance in 

front of subject's chin
- - horizontal distance behind 

subject's chin

+1'

+1'

Figure 14. Comparison of the Horizontal Distance Between the Release
Point of Each Pitch and the Subject's Chin— Side View
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d r
Subject 1 |—  .. 1 Jir stride foot

Subject 2
stride foot

Key:
r “ rise ball

d r c d - drop ball
-2 stride foot C ‘ ch“ 9e-up

- = horizontal distance 
of release behind 
subject's stride foot

Subject 4 i f stride foot

Subject 5
stride foot

Figure 15. Comparison of the Horizontal Distance Between the Release
Point of Each Pitch and the Subject's Stride Foot— Side
View
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r cd
Subject 1 | -j. i H

-1' stride foot

Subject 2

Subject 3

stride foot

 ---stride foot +1*

Key;
r ■ rise ball 
d - drop ball 
c ■ change-up
+ - horizontal distance to

right of subject's stride 
foot

- - horizontal distance to left 
of subject's stride foot

rdc
Subject 4 I------------ j— *---------1

-1 stride foot +1*

cdr
Subject 5 . |------------Jill----------1

-1* stride foot +1'

Figure 16. Comparison of the Horizontal Distance Between the Release
Point of Each Pitch and the Subject's Stride Foot— Rear
View
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Table 12. Height of Release Above Knee Level Relative to the Distance 

from Knee to Hip— Side View

Subject
Rise
(%)^

Drop
(%)*

Change-Up
(%)% Subject x

/ 1 44 48 55 49
2 17 11 8 12

3 59 39 75 58

4 58 49 55 54

5 71 47 66 61

Pitch x 50 40 52

^Percentage calculated by dividing the vertical distance of 
release above the knee joint.by the total vertical distance from knee to 
hip in the trail (push-off) leg, as measured from side view film.
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Subject

Subject

-r- Hip (1001)

Subject 2

Knee (Ot)

■Hip (lOOt)

-Knee (Ot)

-p- Hip (loot)

Key:
r - rise ball 
d * drop ball 
c - change-up

~ Knee (Ot)

Subject 3

d

Hip (lOOt)

Subject 5

-L- Knee (Ot)

Hip (lOOt)

5 0 t

Knee (Ot)

Figure 17. Relationship of the Height of Release Above Knee Level to 
the Distance from Knee to Hip— Side View
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view, in addition to releasing each pitch between the knee and hip' 
joints of the push-off leg as measured vertically. His release point 
for all three pitches was from .34 feet to .69 feet in front of the chin 

with the change-up the closest (.75 ft.) behind the heel of the stride 

foot and the drop ball the farthest (1.15 ft.) behind the stride heel. 

From the rear view, the subject released the drop ball the greatest 
distance (.94 ft.) to the right of the stride foot while releasing the 
change-up the closest distance (.34 ft.) to the stride foot. In vertical 

measurements relative to the thigh of the push-off leg, all three of the 
subject's pitches were released closer to the.knee than the hip, with 
the change-up and rise ball having the lowest (8%) and highest (17%) 

release points, respectively. .
Release points for Subject 3's pitches presented several com

monalities and variances. From the side view, the performer released 
the rise and drop balls behind the chin (.18 ft. and .61 ft., re
spectively) while releasing the change-up (.11 ft.) in front of the 
chin. Consequently, the subject's change-up was released closest (.61 
ft*) behind the stride heel followed by the rise ball (1.07 ft.) and 

drop ball (1.47 ft.), respectively. In each case the ball was released 

closer to the chin than to the stride foot. Vertical measurements from 
the side view show that for each pitch the subject released the ball 
between the trail leg's hip and knee,.with the change-up having the 
highest release point, and the rise ball next highest (59%) and the 

drop ball closer (39%) to the knee. From the rear view, the performer 

released the drop ball the farthest laterally to the right of the stride 

foot while releasing the change-up close (.07 ft.) to the lead foot.
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The rise ball, unlike the other two pitches, was released .11 feet to 
the left of the subject's stride toe.

Only slight differences appeared in Subject 4 1s three release 
positions. From the side view, the performer released each pitch 
closer to the chin than the stride heel and at a point between the knee 

and hip joints of the push-off leg. However, the subject released the 
rise ball .02 feet in front of the chin while releasing the drop ball 
and change-up behind the chin, .43 feet and .38 feet, respectively. The 
rise ball was actually released closer (.98 ft.) behind the stride foot
heel than was the rise ball (1.02 ft.) even though the latter pitch was
released in front of the chin and the change-up was released behind the 
chin. As can be seen from the side view tracings of Subject 4 (Appendix 
D) , the horizontal distance between the chin and the stride foot heel 
was slightly less for the change-up than it was for the rise ball. The 

drop ball was released (1.15 ft.) behind the lead foot heel. Vertically, 
the performer released the rise ball and the change-up closer to the hip 

than the knee (58% and 55%, respectively) and the drop ball closer (49%)
to the knee. The rear view data show that the subject released all three
pitches within .18 feet to .20 feet to the right of the stride foot toe.

Subject 5 produced minimal variances in his three release tech

niques. From the side view, the performer released each pitch closer to 
the chin than the stride foot heel horizontally and between the hip and 
knee joints of the trail leg vertically. The subject did, however, 
release the change-up .26 feet in front of the chin, whereas he released 
the rise and drop balls behind the chin (.12 ft. and .46 ft., re
spectively) . Moreover, in terms of vertical position, he released the
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ball closest (71%) to the hip, the change-up 66% above the knee, and the 

drop ball closer (47%) to. the knee. Rear view data on the subject re
veal that he released the rise ball farthest (.16 ft.) laterally from 
the stride foot and the change-up.closest (.08 ft.) to the lead foot.

Comparing the five subjects' release positions yields several 
commonalities within and between the three pitches. Among the com
monalities, all five subjects, from the side view, released each pitch 
closer to the chin horizontally than to the stride foot heel in addition 
to releasing each pitch at a point between the hip and knee joints of 
the push-off leg. The former result is apparent in the subject means 
presented in Tables 9 and 10 which show that for all three pitches 
thrown by each subject the ball was released on an average from just 
under 1 inch to over 6 inches from the chin horizontally and from just 

under 12 inches to over 14 inches from the stride foot. Interestingly 

in terms of vertical position, the fact that the drop ball.was released 

closer to the knee than the hip was the only item that all five subjects 
had in common.

On the other hand, slight differences occurred among the sub
jects in the remaining aspects of each pitch's ball release position. 
Whereas the rise ball for Subjects 1, 2, and 4; the drop ball for Subject 
2; and the change-up for Subjects 1, 2, 3, and 5 were released in front 
of the chin,' the remaining pitches'were released behind the chin and, 
consequently, farther from the stride foot heel. These differences are 
further evidenced by the pitch means in Tables 9 and 10 which indicate 
that the average rise ball and change-up were released just over 1 inch 
in front of the chin and from 9-13 inches behind the stride foot heel.
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In comparison, the drop ball release was, on the average, 3 inches 

behind the chin and 15 inches behind the stride foot. Moreover, all 
subjects released the change-up closer to the stride heel than the other 
two pitches. Concerning the vertical release position with respect to 
the knee and hip of the push-off leg, the change-up of Subjects 1, 2,
3, and 4 and the rise ball of Subjects 3, 4, and 5 were released closer 
to the hip than to the knee joint. The remaining eight pitches were
released closer to the knee than to the hip joint. The pitch means
located in Table 12 indicate that the drop ball's release tends to be 

10% lower than the rise ball and 12% lower than the change-up, with some 
subjects' drop balls being released 20-24% lower than the rise ball and 
19-36% lower than the change-up. From the rear view, the five subjects 
released the ball to the right of the stride foot toe with the exception 
of Subject 3's rise ball which was released slightly to the left of the
stride toe. In terms of distances from the stride toe, as indicated by

the pitch means in Table 11, the change-up was released, on an average, 
closest to the stride toe while the drop ball was released, on an 
average, farthest from the toe.

Velocity and Flight of the Ball
Question: What is the ball velocity prior to and at (after)

release of each pitch? What is the angle of projection of each pitch?
Does the ball ':s flight actually deviate in the direction intended by
the pitcher?

The velocity of the ball in the pitching hand for all three 
pitches of each subject is presented in Tables 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17
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Table 13. Subject 1: Ball Velocity in the Hand Prior to Release for the 

Rise Ball, Drop Ball, and Change of Pace

Time Prior to 
Release 
(sec)

Rise
(ft/sec)

Drop
(ft/sec)

Change-Up
(ft/sec)

.17-.16 13.8 21.0 19.8

.16-.15 21.6 22.1 24.6

.15-.14 21.4 22.4 27.4 .

.14-.13 28.5 29.2 31.5

.13-.12 27.6 28.9 34.2

.12-.11 38.6 37.3 35.1

.11-.10 41.9 38.1 35.6

.10-.09 42.1 38.3 42.4

.09-.08 43.6 45.4 46.7

.08-.07 45.8 47.5 45.8

.07-.06 46.7 48.9 47.2

.06-.05 51.5 53.2 .47.4

.05-.04 54.8 54.6 51.3

.04-.03 64.1 60.0 58.8

.03-.02 72.7 64.6 59.2

.02-.01 86.6 88.2 68.0

.01- 0 (Release) 98.5 101.7 69.4
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Table 14. Subject 2: Ball Velocity in the Hand Prior to Release for the 

Rise Ball, Drop Ball, and Change of Pace

Time Prior to 
Release 
(sec)

Rise
(ft/sec)

Drop
(ft/sec)

Change-Up
(ft/sec)

.26-.25 8.8 10.7 8.3

.25-.24 11.1 9.5 13.6

.24-.23 14.0 12.1 18.6

.23-.22 17.8 14.8 22.3

.22-.21 19.8 20.3 29.2

.21-.20 21.6 22.1 27.0

.20-.19 22.8 21.7 26.4

.19-.18 21.0 25.2 25.6

.18-.17 20.5 24.0 26.2

.17-.16 19.0 21.2 25.5

.16-.15 17.0 17.7 23.3

.15-.14 17.0 16.5 r 22.9

.14-.13 18.8 16.2 22.2

.13-,12 19.7 16.5 21.3

.12-.11 18.8 16.7 23.3

.11-.10 20.1 17.0 26.9

.10-.09 22.4 ■ 19.5 29.4

.09-.08 25.9 22.8 30.6

.08—.07 27.8 26.1 33.2

.07-.06 32.2 33.9, 36.1

.06—.05 42.6 38.1 42.9

.05—.04 43.3 44.4 45.9

.04-.03 58.0 56.3 54.9

.03—.02 68.2 62.5 56.5

.02-.01 77.6 79.3 56.8

. 01- 0 (Release) 88.4 99.1 60.8
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Table 15. Subject 3: Ball Velocity in the Hand Prior to Release for the

Rise Ball, Drop Ball, and Change of Pace

Time Prior to
Release Rise Drop Change-Up
(sec) (ft/sec) (ft/sec) (ft/sec)

.20-.19 13.2 13.4 19.7

.19-.18 17.7 16.9 22.2

.18-.17 19.8 17.7 24.0

.17-.16 20.5 18.9 24.7

. 16-.15 21.8 22.9 27.5

.15-.14 25.2 - 26.6 28.9

.14-.13 29.4 27.1 30.1

.13-.12 31.3 29.0 31.9

.12-.11 32.6 33.2 33.1

.11-.10 33.4 33.4 34.2

.10-.09 35.7 34.3 34.3

.09-.08 37.0 38.2 42.6

.08-.07 37.6 39.3 43.3

.07—.06 42.8 44.2 45.7

.06-.05 47.5 46.7 50.3

.05-.04 52.9 52.3 51.9

.04-.03 60.0 57.2 53.5

.03-.02 69.1 61.1 58.2

.02-.01 73.4 68.9 59.1

.01- 0 (Release) 89.5 87.9 61.5
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Table 16. Subject 4: 

Rise Ball,
Ball Velocity 
Drop Ball, and

in the Hand Prior to 
Change of Pace

Release for the

Time Prior to 
Release Rise Drop Change-Up
(sec) (ft/sec) (ft/sec) (ft/sec)

.16-.15 19.6 19.3 15.9

.15-.14 21.6 25.4 20.4

.14-.13 23.1 28.0 26.6

.13-.12 31.0 30.4 30.8

.12-.11 . 35.9 32.6 32.9

.11-.10 36.1 35.9 36.5

.10-.09 37.5 38.5 39.4COorCTtO 42.0 41.7 41.4

0 00 1 o 42.9 43.7 42.9

0 <1 1 o & 44.9 46.8 44.5
.06-.05 48.3 48.2 48.7
.05-.04 57.2 54.7 - 49.1
.04-.03 61.1 59.6 58.1
.03-.02 69.5 65.7 60.4
.02-.01 79.8 74.7 62.3
.01- 0 (Release) . 93.9 97.5 77.1
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Table 17. Subject 5: Ball Velocity in the Hand Prior to Release for the 

Rise Ball, Drop Ball, and Change of Pace

Time Prior to 
Release 
(sec)

Rise
(ft/sec)

Drop
(ft/sec)

Change-Up
(ft/sec)

.18-.17 19.3 20.1 27.6

.17-.16 23.0 20.3 28.5

.16-.15 24.6 29.0 31.7

.15-.14 27.7 29.4 33.5

.14-.13 29.5 31.5 35.3

.13-.12 32.6 33.3 38.1

.12-.11 35.6 34.7 39.4

.11-.10 37.9 35.1 39.8

.10-.09 38.7 38.8 40.9

.09-.08 43.4 42.7 42.0

.08-.07 44.1 44.1 43.2

.07-.06 49.0 45.7 44.6

.06-.05 49.3 49.3 48.5

.05-.04 52 . 6 53.0 50.4

.04-.03 64.7 63.9 51.6

.03-.02 71.2 68.2 55.0

. 02—.01 79.9 77.5 55.9

.01- 0 (Release) 102.9 102.4 58.1
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for Subjects 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Additionally, the 
results listed in Tables 13-17 are depicted in Figures 18-22.

With the exception of Subject 2, the ball velocity prior.to 
release in the rise ball delivery for all of the subjects generally in
creased from the beginning of the downswing phase up to release. Sub
ject 2's ball speed, on the other hand, decreased slightly during the 
middle intervals of this phase before gradually increasing approximately 

two-thirds through the phase. However, it will be recalled that the .. 
hand path of Subject 2 prior to release deviated from the sagittal plane 
(as seen in the rear view tracings) more than was observed for any other 

pitcher. Thus, calculations of ball velocities from the side view 
tracings of the ball path for this subject were somewhat more suscep

tible to error than were these calculations for other pitchers, since 
the ball was moving toward and away from the side view camera. The 
greatest increases in each subject's ball velocities for the rise pitch 
occurred just prior to release. In the .04 seconds just before re
lease, the velocity of the ball in the pitching hand increased by 43.7, 
54.2, 36.7, and 50.3 feet per second for Subjects 1-5, respectively.

The initial velocities of the ball at release for each subject's 

rise ball are presented in Table 18. Only one performer (Subject 5) 
delivered the rise ball with greater velocity than the other two 
pitches, whereas Subject 3 threw the rise pitch at a similar velocity to 

the drop ball. The velocities for the rise ball ranged from Subject 3's

90.3 feet per second (62 mph) to Subject 5's 107.3 feet per second 

(73 mph). The average velocity for the five rise balls at release was 

96.9 feet per second (66 mph), or 3.4 feet per second less than the
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Table 18. Initial Velocity of Each Subject's Three Pitches

Rise Drop Change-Up
Subject (ft/sec) (ft/sec) (ft/sec)

1 100.6 106.7 71.0
2 91.8 99.0 63.0
3 _ 90.3 90.2 58.7

4 94.7 101.1 72.3
5 107.3 104.3 57.1

Pitch x: 96.9 100.3 64.4
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average drop ball velocity and 32.5 feet per second more than the 
average change of pace velocity.

The velocity of the ball in the hand prior to release in the drop 
ball deliveries predominantly increased in each interval for Subjects 
1, 3, 4, and 5. Conversely, Subject 2's ball velocities followed a 

similar pattern to those produced in his rise ball delivery . The 

greatest increases in the pitchers' ball velocities again occurred in 
the .04 seconds just prior to release: 47.0, 54.7, 35.6, 42.8, and

49.4 feet per second for Subjects 1, 2> 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
As shown in Table 18, Subjects -1,-2, and 4 projected the drop 

ball with a greater initial velocity than they threw either of the 

other two pitches. Initial velocities at release for the drop pitch 
ranged from Subject 3's 90.2 feet per second (62 mph) to Subject 1's 
106.7 feet per second (73 mph) . The mean velocity for the drop ball was 
100.3 feet per second (68 mph) , 3.4 and 35.9 feet per second faster than 
the rise ball and change-up, respectively.

In the change of pace deliveries. Subjects 1, 3, 4, and 5 
exhibited a consistent increase in the velocity of the ball in the hand 
throughout the downswing phase. Subject 2, on the other hand, produced 
the slight increase^decrease-increase pattern prevalent in his rise and 
drop ball deliveries. Thus, the subjects' velocity patterns for the 
change-up, although somewhat slower than in the rise and drop balls, 

were similar to the other two pitches they threw until .04 seconds prior 

to release. In the *04 seconds prior to release of the change-up, the 
ball velocities increased 17.8, 14.9, 9.6, 27.95, and 7.73 feet per 

second for Subjects 1-5, respectively, over 10-40 feet per second less
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than each subject's rise and drop pitches. Moreover, ball velocities 

in the .01 seconds before release of the change-ups increased from only
1.4 to 14.8 feet per second.

Table 18 presents the initial velocity of the ball at release 
for each subject's change of pace pitch. Each subject threw the 
change-up a minimum of 28 feet per second (19 mph) slower than the rise 
or drop balls, with the velocities of the change-up ranging from Subject 
5' s 57.1 feet per second (39 mph) to Subject 4' s 72.3 feet per second 

(49 mph) . The average change-up pitch was released at 69.4 feet per 

second (47 mph), 32.5 and 35.9 feet per second slower than the rise and 
drop balls, respectively.

The angles of projection of the three pitches (Table 19) varied 
by several degrees and among subjects. Only Subject 1 released all 
three pitches with less than a 1° difference in projection angle, 
whereas the remaining four performers projected the pitches at angles 
which ranged from 1.6° (Subject 4) to 10.3° (Subject 3). Subjects 1 and 
4 delivered the rise ball with the greatest angle of projection while 
Subjects 2, 3, and 5 threw the change-up at the largest angle above the 
horizontal. Conversely, the change-up pitch for Subjects 1 and 4, the 
drop ball for Subjects 2 and 5, and the rise ball for Subject 3 had the 
smallest angles of projection. The angles of projection for the rise 

balls ranged -from 4v5° for Subject 3 to 11.2° for Subject 2, averaging 

8.3° for all five subjects. The drop ball, demonstrating the least 

variance in angles of projection among the three pitches, was released 

at angles ranging from 6.0° for Subject 5 to 8.9° for Subject 1, with 

an overall average of 7.5°, The change-up, exhibiting the greatest
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Table 19. Angle of Projection of Each Subject's Three Pitches

Subject Rise Drop Change-Up

1 9.0° ocnCO 8.9°
2 11.2° 8.4° 12.9°
3 4.5° 6.4° oCO’sPH

4 9.0° 8.2° 7.4°
5 7.9° 6.0° 11.9°

Pitch x: 8.3° 7.6° 11.2°

average angle of projection, was delivered at angles ranging from 7.4° 
for Subject 4 to 14.8° for Subject 3, while averaging 11.2° for the 
five subjects.

The data pertaining to the vertical deviation of each subject's 
rise ball and drop ball (Table 20) contain wide variances in the amount 
each pitcher's ball deviated in the intended direction by the time the 
ball landed on the vertical pitching target. However, all five subjects 
produced the desired vertical deviation from ..a normal parabolic flight 
pattern for both pitches. The distances that the landing points of the 
rise balls deviated upward, from the landing points predicted if these 

pitches had no spin ranged from .66 feet (1 inches) upward for Subject 

4 to 1.64 feet (20 inches) for Subject 3, with an average deviation 

(pitch mean) of +1.13 feet. The landing points of the drop balls below 
the predicted landing points ranged from .86 feet (10 inches) downward 

for Subject 2 to 2.02 feet (24 inches) for Subject 4, with a mean 
deviation of -1.62 feet.
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Table 20. Vertical Deviation of Each Subject*s Rise Ball and Drop Ball

Subject Rise (ft.)a Drop (ft.
1 f .70 -1.92
2 +1.25 —. 85
3 +1.63 • -1.50
4 + .65 -2.02
5 +1.44 -1.79

■ Pitch x: +1.13 -1.62

^Actual distance of ball landing point on a vertical target 
above the landing point calculated for this pitch if it had traveled 
a normal parabolic flight pattern.

Actual distance of ball landing point on a vertical target 
below the landing point calculated for this pitch if it had traveled 
a normal parabolic flight pattern.

Temporal Data

The purpose of this section of the chapter is to present data 

for analysis of the temporal aspects of the three pitches thrown by each 

subject. The specific question, as stated in Chapter 1, is: What is
the sequence of selected events in the delivery, and the elapsed time 
between, events?

Film tracings of the selected events for each subject's three 
pitches were made to aid in descriptive as well as temporal analyses. 
These tracings are presented in Appendix C.

Though each subject performed his three particular pitches with 
the same sequence of selected events, Tables 21-25 show that variations 

occurred among performers, particularly within the second through fifth 
events. For all five subjects the first event was when the pitching arm
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Table 21. Temporal Analysis for Subject 1

Event Pitch
Number 

in Sequence

Time 
to Release 

(sec)

1— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 1 .240
horizontal in front of Drop 1 .255 -
body - Change 1 .300

2— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 2 .170
vertical above trunk Drop 2 .170

Change 2 .205

3— stride foot contacts Rise 4 .105
ground Drop 4 .125

Change 4 .135

4— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 5 .090
horizontal behind body Drop 5 .085

Change 5 .115

5— Rear foot first leaves or Rise 3 .145
drags forward from pitching Drop 3 .135
rubber area Change 3 .165

6— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 6 .010
reaches vertical position Drop 6 .005
beside body , Change 6 .035

7— Release Rise 7 0
Drop 7 0
Change 7 0



Table 22. Temporal Analysis for Subject 2
120

Event Pitch
Number 

in Sequence

Time 
to Release 

(sec)

l— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 1 .680
horizontal in front of Drop 1 .635
body Change 1 .625

2— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 2 .395
vertical above trunk Drop 2 .375

Change 2 .370

3— Stride foot contacts Rise 4 .120
ground Drop 4 .115

Change 4 .145

4— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 3 .125
horizontal behind body Drop 3 .120

■ Change 3 .150

5— Rear foot first leaves Rise 5 .075
or drags forward from Drop 5 .090
pitching rubber area Change 5 .115

6— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 6 .035
reaches vertical position Drop 6 .030
beside body Change 6 .025

7— Release Rise 7 0
Drop 7 0
Change 7 0
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Table 23. Temporal Analysis for Subject 3

Time
Number to Release

Event Pitch in Sequence (sec)

1— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 1 .255
horizontal in front of Drop 1 .265
body Change 1 .295

2— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 2 .205
vertical above trunk Drop 2 .215

Change 2 .255

3— Stride foot contacts Rise 3 .105
ground Drop .3 .115

Change 3 .130

4— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 4 .095
horizontal behind body Drop 4 .090

Change 4 .115

5— Rear foot first leaves Rise 5 .030
or drags forward from Drop 5 .020
pitching rubber area Change 5 .030

6— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 6 .010
reaches vertical position Drop 6 .010
beside body Change 6 .025

7— Release Rise 7 0
* Drop 7 0
Change 7 0



Table 24. Temporal Analysis for Subject 4
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Event Pitch
Number 

in Sequence
Time 

to Release 
(sec)

1— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 1 .250
horizontal in front of Drop 1 .250
body Change 1 .250

2— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 3 .165
vertical above trunk Drop 3 .165

Change 3 .165

3— Stride foot contacts Rise 4 .110
ground Drop 4 .125

Change 4 .125

4— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 5 . 085
horizontal behind body Drop 5 .085

Change 5 .090

5— Rear foot first leaves Rise 2 .215
or drags forward from Drop 2 .215
pitching rubber area Change 2 .215

6— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 6 .020
reaches vertical position Drop 6 .020
beside body Change 6 .020

7— Release Rise 7 0
Drop 7 0
Change 7 0
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Table 25. Temporal Analysis for Subject 5

Event Pitch
Number 

in Sequence
Time 

to Release 
(sec)

1— Pitching azm (upper arm) Rise 1 .295
horizontal in front of Drop 1 .295
body Change 1 .350

2— Pitching arm (upper arm) - Rise 2 .185
vertical above trunk Drop 2 .185

Change 2 .240

3— Stride foot contacts Rise 3 .105
ground Drop 3 .100

Change 3 .155

4— Pitching, arm (upper arm) Rise " 5 .090
horizontal behind body Drop 5 .085

Change 5 .125

5— Rear foot first leaves Rise 4. .095
or drags forward from Drop 4 .095
pitching rubber area Change 4 ’ .135

6— Pitching arm (upper arm) Rise 6 .010
reaches vertical position Drop 6 .010
beside body Change 6 .025

7— Release Rise 7 0
Drop 7 0
Change 7 0
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reached the horizontal in front of the body, the sixth event occurred 
when the pitching arm reached the vertical beside .the body just prior 
to release, and the last or seventh event was release. The remaining 
four events exhibited variations which may have minor and/or major 
implications. Specifically, unlike the other four performers who had 
the upper arm reach the vertical position above the trunk as the second 
event. Subject 4*s delivery was characterized by the rear, foot leaving 
the pitching rubber as event 2. The rear foot left the pitching rubber 
as event 3 for Subject 1. Thus, for this subject and for Subject 4, the 
rear foot left the pitching rubber prior to the front foot contacting 
the ground in the stride. For Subject 2,3, and 5, the stride foot 
contacted the ground before the rear foot left the pitching rubber. In 
each case, however, the point when the foot left the pitching rubber 
occurred well before release, in many instances by as much as or greater 

than .1 second.
There were several patterns apparent among the subjects in terms 

of actual time elapsed. As shown in Tables 21-25 and depicted in 
Figures 23-25, Subjects 1, 3, and 5 exhibited comparable times at 
corresponding events for the rise ball and drop ball while slowing down 
their deliveries for the change of pace. Subject 2, on the other hand, 
increased the speed of his delivery over the final two events for the 
change-up, whereas Subject 4 retained a nearly identical delivery speed 

for the change-up as for the rise and drop balls. Thus, in contrast fo 

the rise ball's and drop ball's comparable delivery speeds within per
formers, the change-up, in all cases but Subject 4's, consistently 

demonstrated a variation from the other pitches relative to the
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Subject 1:
El E2 E5 E3 E4 E6 E7 ii -L X_____1 'L 1 1
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Subject 3:
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< i i » I i  I i  i 1 i I i i i t i i i  I I i i i i  I i  i _ L J
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Subject 4:
El E5 E2 E3 E4 E6 E7____Jc______ Ur 4/__ tL U/ 1 »

I I I I i 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 I i I I 1 I 1 I I I I
.3 .2 .1 0

Subject 5:
El E2 E3 E5E4 E6 E7jit iL___________fcL-lldlt-----------jJcJr
I I I I t I I I I I 1 1 1 I I I 1 I 1 l I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 J I

.3 .2 .1 0
Time Prior to Release

K e y :
Events (E) 1-7 refer to those listed in Table 21.

Figure 23. Real Time for the Rise Ball
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Subject 1:
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E1.E2 E4 E3 E5 E6_________________4-1___JL________ sL_

1 I I I I I I I I * I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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Subject 3s
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4

E2
1

E3
X

E4
X

E 5 E 6 E 7
X X X

J 1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 t i l t l i l t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 .2 .1 0

Subject 4:
El E5 E2 E3 E4 E6 E7
sL J, X X X X  X

1 1 J 1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 II i. 1 l_l _1_L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.3 .2 .1 1 0

Subject 5:
El E2 E 3 E 5 E 4  E6 E7A_______________ lL___________ H  1__________ jltjJ'

1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1..1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 .1 1 1 1 - j J
.3 .2 .1 0

Time Prior to Release

Key:
Events (E) 1-7 refer to those listed in Table 21.

Figure 24. Real Time for the Drop Ball
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Subject 5:
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 Ur Ur___Ur X____________________ Ur Ur
t I I 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 1 I I 1 I I I I I 1 I 1 J
.3 .2 .1 0

Time Prior to Release

Key;
Events (E) 1-7 refer to those listed in Table 21.

Figure 25. Real Time for the Change of Pace
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position of each event in time. In terms of specific times for the 

overall execution of event 1 (pitching arm horizontal in front of body 
during upswing) through event 7 (release), the times varied somewhat 

when comparing the three pitches. The overall time for the completion 
of all seven events for each of the five subjects ranged from .240 
seconds to .680 seconds for the rise ball, .250 seconds to .635 seconds 
for the drop ball, and .250 seconds to .625 seconds for the change-up. 
The time elapsing for the five subjects to complete the force production 

phase (event 2— pitching arm vertical above the trunk, to event 7—  

release) ranged from .165 seconds to .395 seconds for the rise ball,
.165 seconds to .375 seconds for the drop ball, and .165 seconds to 
.370 seconds for the change-up. Though these ranges appear somewhat 
large, it must be remembered that the higher number in each range repre
sents a subject (Subject 2) who had a relatively unusual delivery style. 
Consequently, when considering the four more orthodox style pitchers 
the overall time for the rise and drop balls from event 1 to event 7 
was less than .3 seconds, somewhat less than the .350 seconds for the 
change-up. Comparing the time elapsed for the force production phase of 
these four pitchers, the elapsed time never exceeded .215 seconds for 
the rise and drop balls and .255 seconds for the change-up .•

Summary

Findings from film analysis for each selected pitch- were 

presented in this chapter to provide data relative to the specific ques
tions of the study as proposed in Chapter 1. Evidence pertaining to 
these descriptive and temporal inquiries of the project was described
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in photographic, graphical, pictorial (tracings) , and tabular form for 
a complete presentation of the data.

Descriptive data were presented for the grips, stride length, 
arm action, ball path prior to release, ball release position, and ball 
flight for each subject?;s three pitches. Temporal data were also in
cluded and emphasized the order of occurrence of selected events and the , 
time elapsing for the execution of each event. The purpose of this 
section of the chapter was to indicate the subject's timing for each 
pitch.

In terms of grip, four of five subjects used a tucked index 

finger grip for the rise ball. In contrast, the drop ball was. primarily 
held with two or three fingers across the seam while the change-up 
exhibited four unique types of grips.

Stride lengths were very similar among the rise ball, drop ball,
and change-up, as indicated by a mean difference of 0.3 feet among the
three pitches. The pitch mean was greatest for the rise ball, slightly 
less for the drop ball, aid least for the change-up. The same rank order 
of pitches was evident when comparing stride length to body height and 
leg length.

The release point for each pitch was behind the front foot for 
all subjects and on the average, no more than .28 feet ahead or behind 
the chin. Laterally, the mean for each pitch did not exceed .33 feet 
from the front toe. In vertical measurements, all three pitches were

released closer to the knee than the hip, with the change-up and drop
ball having the highest and lowest release points, respectively.
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Two interesting findings were evident in the temporal analysis. 
First, each subject's stride foot contacted the ground at least .10 
seconds prior to the release of all three pitches. Second, the rear 
foot in each trial left the pitching rubber at least .02 seconds to over 

.21 seconds prior to release.
Ball flight for the rise ball and drop ball was characterized 

by a landing point differing in the intended direction from the pre
dicted landing point of a normal parabolic flight by an average of +1.13 
feet and -1.62 feet, respectively. The average initial velocity was 
greatest for the drop ball (100.3 feet per second), somewhat less for 
the rise ball (96.9 feet per second), and least for the change-up (52.4 

feet per second).
The descriptive and temporal results presented in this chapter 

provide the evidence for analyzing, comparing, and describing the 
techniques employed by the subjects when throwing the rise ball, drop 
ball, and change of pace. Based on this concept, the data obtained 
provide the opportunity for a greater understanding of the complex 
skill of softball pitching.



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this chapter is to synthesize and interpret the 

results presented in the previous chapter. This synthesis and inter

pretation of the data includes analyzing each subject's three pitches 
in terms of common and unique characteristics, comparing the common
alities and differences among the five performers for each type of 
pitch, and discussing interrelationships of the results from the various 
questions. Moreover, the relationship of the findings to ̂ statements in 
the literature is discussed in an effort to compare the evidence of this 
study to past research and theory.

Interpretation of the Pin dings

Grip
The most common rise ball grip appeared to be one placing the 

fingers along the seams with the. index finger tucked under such that 
some distal aspect of the digit— either the fingertip or fingernail—  

contacted the ball. Four of the five subjects employed a grip of this 
nature for throwing the rise ball. This type of grip is consistent with 
Feigner1 s (1967) and Walsh's (1977) descriptions for the rise pitch, but 
in contrast to Dobson and Sisley (1971), Kneer and McCord (1966), and 
Mitchell (1952) who proposed that the fingers be placed on top of the 

ball with the thumb pointing down so that the knuckles of the hand face

131
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the batter. The latter type of grip, however, would appear to put a 
pitcher at a disadvantage since it might entail a flipping ;(wrist hyper
extension) action by the hand and thus limit the potential velocity of 
the pitch.

The drop ball appeared to be gripped most often with two or
three fingers_placed across, the seams Four, of-the five ..subjects
utilized a grip of this type when delivering a drop ball. This approach 
agrees with most of the related literature, particularly Walsh (1977) 
who indicated that many pitchers throw a drop ball with two, three, or 

four fingers laying across the seams.
The change of pace was generally thrown by gripping the ball 

either loosely or tightly in the palm of the hand. Three subjects held 
the change-up in this manner. Holding the ball in this manner is in 
agreement with Feigner (1967) , Kneer and McCord (1966) , and Sullivan 

(1965) who advocated the loose grip and Dobson and Sisley (1971) ,
Mitchell (1952), and Noren (1940) who recommended the tight grip. This 

appears to be an efficient method of holding the change-up as the 

pitcher possibly • could decrease some of the speed generated to the ball 
by restricting wrist action without slowing up any aspect of the 

delivery. Conversely, a pitcher using a grip similar to that used for 
the rise ball or drop ball would have to decrease his normal delivery . 
speed at some point, probably arm speed, in order to impart less speed 
to the ball. Thus, in this latter method the effectiveness of the pitch 
could be minimized.
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S tride Length
Obviously the distance a pitcher strides depends on such 

factors.as leg length and body height. Nonetheless, within the fifteen 

trials studied in this project, the range of stride length was between
3.3 and 5.5 feet. These distances included pitchers of various heights 
(from 5.92 to 6.65 feet) and leg lengths (from 3.17 to 3.58 feet), and 

therefore should be somewhat indicative of efficient stride lengths - 
taken by male pitchers. The particular limitations obtained in the 
study appear to be somewhat less than those proposed by Kirby (1975) who 

stated that the ."ideal" stride length was approximately 4.5 to 6.5 feet. 

However, all of the subjects except one fell near Kirby8 s recommenda
tions, though the maximum length he suggested may be extreme.

Stride lengths within each pitcher were comparable for the rise 
ball, drop ball, and change of pace. In only a few cases did a subject's 
stride lengths for the three pitches vary by more than two to three 
inches. The tendency among the performers for the rise ball to have the 

greatest stride length and the change-up to have the smallest length 
amounted to a difference of three inches in most instances. Thus, the 
subjects were relatively consistent in their stride lengths. This 
finding is in agreement with Dobson and Sisley (1977) , Mitchell (1952) , 
Noren (1940) , and Walsh (1977) who emphasized that the stride length 
should be similar for every pitch to promote greater efficiency in 
timing and accuracy.

The percentages of each subject's stride length to body height 

consistently remained around the 60%-80% range for each type of pitch 
with the exception of two trials. In those two exceptions the stride
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lengths varied by less than 9% from the 60%-80% marks. Moreover, in both 
cases the subject's other two stride lengths fell within the 60%-80% 
range, thus remaining more consistent with the other performers. This 

finding appears to be in general agreement with Zollinger's (1973) study 

of one pitcher who consistently strode a distance of about 69% of her 

body height.
Stride distances were between approximately 1.2 and 1.6 times 

greater than the subject's leg length. Only one minor exception to this 
generality occurred among the subjects. In fact, four of the five per
formers consistently strode a distance between 1.4 to 1.6 times their 
leg lengths, with the remaining subject striding the shorter distances.

Arm Actions
The rise ball appeared to be effectively thrown with a combina

tion of shoulder lateral rotation and forearm supination during the 
downswing and wrist ulnar deviation at release. The. backspin necessary 
for the ball to rise apparently could be achieved in this manner without 
sacrificing much, if any,’ ball speed. There,.,appeared to be little 

evidence to support Feigner’s (1967) and Walsh's (1977) contention that 
the rise pitch is thrown with an .outward rotation of the arm beginning 
just before release. Though some lateral rotation may have occurred 
just before release, the amount, as seen from film, was miniscule at 
best and thus not considered to be significantly associated with the 
spin imparted to the ball. However, the wrist "snap" that Walsh re
ferred to possibly did occur in the form of ulnar deviation. Absolutely 

no evidence was found supporting Dobson and Sisley (1971), Kneer and
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McCord (1966), Mitchell (1952), and Sullivan (1965) who advocated throw- 
• ing the rise ball with the arm inwardly rotating to a point that the ■ 
knuckles of the hand face the batter at release. This latter technique 

would seem to be completely contraindicative to imparting the necessary 

speed and spin to the ball to enable the pitch to effectively work 

against the batter.
Arm action for the drop ball was character! zeed by rotation such 

that the arm and hand were in a supinated position at release, allowing 
the ball to roll off the fingertips. In all five cases theppitchers 
rotated their arms at the shoulder and radio-ulnar joints in a manner 
that allowed the palm of the hand to face toward the target as the ball 
was projected. As a result; each subject was able to impart the topspin 
needed for the ball to drop. This particular procedure was identical to 
that proposed by Dobson and Sisley (1971), Kneer and McCord (1966), 
Mitchell (1952), and Sullivan (1965). The technique is also similar to 
Walsh’s (1977) description with one major exception. Walsh contended 

that the hand and fingers "snap11 such that the palm of the hand faces 

upward and the fingertips become parallel to the ground as the ball is 

released. No evidence was found to support the contention that a "snap" 

occurred.
The primary actions that appeared to be associated with the 

decrease in ball velocity for an effective change of pace were identical 
to the rise ball and drop ball until release, at which point the change- 

up pitch ’was projected by a simultaneous extension of the fingers and 

thumb that can be described as an "opening of the hand." The former 
actions would appear to be consistent with what many pitching coaches



believe is the key to a successful change-up, namely to reduce the speed 
of the pitch without letting the batter pick up cues that a slower pitch 
is being delivered. To accomplish this goal, as Kneer et al. (1963) and 
many other pitching instructors emphasized, a pitcher must throw every 
pitch with the same delivery motion up to a point just prior to release. 

In this -particular- study > three -of-the five subjects rotated--their--arms 

into a position of supination at release while the other two performers 
slightly flexed their elbows just prior to release. Though this latter 
action would seem to decrease the transfer of momentum to the hand and, 
thus, decrease ball velocity, whether or not a batter could detect an 
irregularity in the delivery such as this is unknown. In terms of hand 
actions at release, three of the subjects simply opened their hands up 
as the fingers simultaneously extended. The two remaining performers 

rolled the ball off the fingertips very similar to the drop ball re
lease. The first technique, opening up the hand, would appear to be the 
more efficient of the two approaches since the velocity generated to the 
ball could be efficiently reduced without slowing up the delivery as 
apparently would be the case in the fingertip release. Thus, by 

holding the ball either loosely or very tightly in the palm of the hand 
and releasing the ball by extending the fingers simultaneously the 
pitcher could deliver an effective change of pace.

Ball Path Prior to Release
As observed during side and rear view film analysis of the 

subjects f the hand and ball during the major portion of the downswing 

phase for each type of pitch followed an elliptical path primarily
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within the sagittal plane. This pattern continued from the top of the • 
downswing until a moment just preceding release.

At a moment just prior to the release of each type of pitch the 
hand and ball path flattened out. This observation was made from each 
subject's side view data. Moreover, the concept supports Broer (1973), 

Hay (1973), and Jensen and Schultz (1970) who maintained that such a 

flattening of the arc was caused by shoulder rotation and the forward 

shift of body weight. They further emphasized that flattening the arc 

out was critical in obtaining optimum accuracy since the ball could be 
projected on a less divergent tangent.

Ball Release Position
Each pitch thrown by the five subjects was horizontally released 

closer to the chin than the stride foot heel. (The average horizontal 
distance between the chin and stride foot heel ranged from 11 inches for 
the change-up to over 13 inches for the rise ball, with the drop ball 
mean falling at 12 inches. In all cases, the stride foot was in front 
of the chin when the ball was released.) This finding generally supports 
Hay (1973), Hinson (1974-1976), and Kirby's (1975) contention that the 

ball should be released between a point directly below the chin and the 
stride leg's thigh. However, as will be discussed next, there are some 

exceptions to this allegation, particularly in the drop ball release.
The mean value for the horizontal release point was almost

directly below the chin for the rise ball delivery, whereas there was a
tendency for the drop ball to be released five to seven inches behind-
the chin and the change-up to be released one to four inches in front of
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the chin. Four subjects displayed release points within these speci
fications for each type of pitch. These particular release points, 
therefore, fell within the chin to thigh limitations presented by Hay 
(1973), Hinson (1974-1976), and Kirby (1975). The drop ball releases, 
on the other hand, occurred several inches behind the proposed range.

The release point of each pitch as seen from the rear view 
predominantly occurred within an average range of slightly less than one 
inch to just over four inches to the right of the stride foot (right- 
handed pitcher) . Only one of the fifteen pitches in the study was de

livered with a point of release to the left of the stride foot toe. All 
of the remaining pitches were released to the right of the toe with 
only one pitcher using a release greater than four inches laterally from 
the stride foot. Interestingly, no single type of.pitch demonstrated 
a tendency to be released closer to or farther away from the stride foot 
relative to the other two pitches.

Vertically, each type of pitch was released between the hip and 
knee joints of the push-off leg. This release technique appears to be 
critical in the pitching delivery as it indicates, that the elbow has 
extended to allow, as Hinson (1974-1976) pointed out, the shoulder to 

lead in order to flatten the arc of the pitching hand prior to release. 
In terms of relative distances from the hip and knee, the subject means 
for four of the performers indicated that on the average for the three 
pitches, release was 49% to 61% above the knee relative to the distance 

from knee to hip. The fifth subject averaged 12% above the knee for the 
three pitches. However, the range of these percentages for all five
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performers was 8% to 75%, thus suggesting a wide variation of vertical 

release positions.

The drop ball was released vertically closer to the knee than
the hip, whereas the change of pace and rise ball tended to be released

) • •

closer to the hip than the knee. While all five subjects released the. 
drop ball closer to the knee than hip, four subjects released the 
change-up and three subjects released the rise ball closer to the hip 
than knee. In relative terms, the drop ball was the only pitch with 

notable consistency as four of the subjects released the ball between 
39% and 40% of the distance from the knee to the hip. The same four 

subjects for the rise ball and change-up had percentages ranging from 
44% to 71% and 54% to 75%, respectively; thus producing little consists 
ency for both types of pitches. Moreover, the average drop ball was 
released 10% closer to the knee than the average rise ball and 12% - 
closer to the knee than the average change-up. The drop ball results 

support Zollinger8s (1973) findings and Kirby8s (1975) recommendation 
that the ball should be released closer to the knee than the hip. Con
versely, the rise ball and change-up data do not support this point and, 
as a result, provide evidence that the release points of various types 
of pitches may vary from pitcher to pitcher.

Velocity and Flight of the Ball

There was a gradual increase in the velocity of the ball in the 
hand from the top of the downswing until just prior to the release of 
each type of pitch. Though the change-up frequently displayed slightly 

lower ball velocities at corresponding intervals, each type of pitch



consistently demonstrated a gradual increase in ball speed up to 
approximately .04 seconds before release. Only one subject (#2), 

employing a relatively unusual style of delivery, consistently deviated 
from this general concept by using an increase-decrease-increase in his 
ball speed during the downswing. However, at the point when the subject 
began to increase his ball velocity the second time he continued to 
gradually increase it in a manner similar to the other performers. The 
procedure of gradually increasing the ball velocity appears to be in 
agreement with Broer (1973), Deutsch (1969), and Logan and McKinney 
(1970) who theorized that as the body builds up momentum that the forces 
are added to one another such that the involved segment undergoes an 
acceleration that eventually provides the desired amount of velocity at 
the point of release. Thus, the force built up from trunk rotation, hip 
rotation, and the shift forward of body weight gradually increases the 
arm speed which, in turn, increases hand and ball speed.

Whereas ball velocity for the change-up experienced little, if 

any, acceleration just prior to release, the ball velocities for the 
rise ball and drop ball underwent a marked increase just before the 
release of the pitch. All five subjects displayed a definite increase 

(30-40 feet per second) in ball velocity during the interval approxi
mately .04 seconds prior to the release of the rise ball and drop ball. 
The change-up, on the other hand, continued to be characterized by the 

• gradual increase that was present in the earlier segments of the down

swing and thus demonstrated no sudden acceleration just preceding re
lease. The acceleration observed in the rise ball and’ drop ball de
liveries would seem to be consistent with Broer8s (1973), Deutsch8s
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(1969), and Logan and McKinney's (1970) theory just described, as most 
of the forces generated are transferred to the hand at this point. 

Moreover, since the rise ball and drop ball are intended to be faster 

pitches than the change-up, the differences in acceleration seem in 
accordance with the principle described by Broer (1973), Kirby (1975), 
and Logan and McKinney (19 70) that the ball acquires the speed of the 
hand built up during the downswing phase of the delivery.

The average velocity attained by the rise ball— 96.9 feet per 
second (66 mph) with a maximum of 107.3 feet per second (73 mph)— was 

slightly less than the average velocity recorded for the drop ball—
100.3 feet per second (68 mph) with a maximum of 106.7 feet per second 
(73 mph)— and significantly greater than the average speed achieved by 

the .change of pace— 52.4 feet per second (36 mph) with a maximum of
72.3 feet per second (49 mph) . Three subjects projected the drop ball 
with the greatest velocity, whereas one subject delivered the rise ball 
the fastest and one subject threw both pitches with almost identical 
velocities. Thus, from the data it would appear that the drop ball is 

the pitch most frequently thrown with the greatest velocity, a finding 
similar to that reported by James (1971) . On the other hand, the 
change-up, as expected, possessed the least amount of speed, 

occasionally approaching speeds of fifty feet per second less than the 
drop ball. Though the desirability of throwing a pitch with this much 
less velocity could be questionable, the subjects consistently threw the 

change-up significantly slower (from approximately 30 to 50 feet per 

second) than both the rise and drop balls. The data, in terms of 

maximum velocities, is consistent with Miller and Shay's (1964) findings
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as well as providing evidence to question the validity of the literature 
reporting speeds up to 98.8 miles per hour.

There was a tendency for the change of pace to be released with 
the greatest angle of projection and the drop ball to be delivered with 

the smallest angle of projection. These tendencies, particularly 
relative to the drop ball, were not totally dominant in the data. The 
evidence does, however, suggest that the change-up tended to'be pro
jected at a greater angle than the rise ball of drop ball, and that the 
drop ball, in all cases but one, was projected at a smaller angle than 

the rise ball. The average angle of projection for the change-up was 
11.2° compared to 8.3° for the rise ball and 7.5° for the drop ball.

The landing point for each subject's rise ball and drop ball 
deviated in the intended direction from the landing points predicted if 
these pitches had no spin. The landing point for the rise ball deviated 
from slightly less than eight inches to over nineteen inches upward and 
the drop ball deviated from over ten inches to slightly more than 
twenty-four inches downward. These results supported James1 (1971) 

findings that the rise and drop balls do deviate from the expected 

pathway for a normal pitch. However, it must be emphasized that this 
study did not investigate James' contention that the ball did not break 
(i.e., bend upward or downward) but simply dropped slower in the case 
of the rise ball and dropped faster for the drop ball. Thus, it remains 
debatable whether or not a pitcher can produce a breaking action with 
the softball.
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Temporal Analysis
Stride foot contact with the ground always occurred before 

release, usually at a point when the pitching arm approached the hori
zontal position behind the body. Four subjects had the stride foot 
contact the ground prior to the pitching arm reaching the horizontal 
position behind the body, while the remaining, subject had stride foot 
contact occur just an instant after the arm reached the horizontal posi
tion. The actual time before release that stride foot contact occurred 
ranged between .105 seconds to .155 seconds, depending on the pitcher 
and the type of pitch. This finding supports Cooper and Glassow (1976) , 
Kneer et al. (1963), and Kneer and McCord (1966) description of stride 
foot contact, while being in complete contrast to Sullivan1s (1965) 
and Walsh's (1977) contention that the stride foot contacts the ground 
at release. The evidence would appear to be aptly explained by 

Zimmerman's (1974-1976) analysis that stride foot contact before re
lease is critical to the production of momentum provided to the pitch 
by the spinal, hip, and shoulder rotation.

The rear foot first left or dragged forward from the pitching 
rubber at some point during the downswing phase prior to release. This 
finding can also be interpreted as meaning that the rear foot is not in 

contact with the pitching rubber at release. Each subject's delivery 
was characterized by this phenomenon, with the time that the event 
occurred before release varying from .020 seconds to .215 seconds.
These results support Bunn's (1972) observation that the rear foot 

actually leaves the rubber before release in violation of softball
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rules„ Conversely, there is no evidence to support Walsh's (1977) con

tention that the rear foot remains on the rubber up to release.
Elapsed time at corresponding intervals appeared to be com

parable for the rise ball and drop ball, whereias -the change of pace had 
a tendency to display slower times than other pitches at most of the 
events during the delivery. In only one instance did the time for each 
subject's rise ball and drop ball vary by more than .020 seconds at 
corresponding events. On the other hand, three of the subjects con
sistently demonstrated times for the change-up .030 to .050 seconds 
slower than those produced for the rise and drop balls. Another subject 
displayed similar results for the middle events of the downswing phase. 
Thus, in order to impart less velocity to the ball at release, these 
subjects simply decreased their delivery speed. The desirability__of 
this type of action, as discussed under the ball path analysis, seems to 

be questionable since it could cue the batter of the type of pitch being 
delivered. The "ideal" technique would appear to be to maintain a 
constant delivery motion and speed for each type of pitch, similar to 
that employed by Subject 4 in this study.

The total time to complete the delivery from the point when the 
pitching arm was horizontal in front of the body (event 1) to release 
(event 7) generally took less than .300 seconds for the rise ball and 
drop ball and .350 seconds for the change of pace. All of the subjects 
except one fell within these specifications. The one performer who 

exceeded these times, as explained previously, employed an unusual style 
of delivery which took an abnormal amount of time (-almost twice as much 
time as the other subjects) to execute. These findings again
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demonstrate the similarity between the rise and drop balls in terms of 
timing, while showing the apparent uniqueness in timing for the change- 

up-
The total time to complete the downswing"ph-ase of the delivery 

(event 2 to event 7) usually took less than . 215 seconds for the rise 
ball and drop ball and .255 seconds for the change of pace. As with 
the preceding finding, all but one of the subjects fell within these 
specifications, thus providing further evidence for the resemblance 
between the rise ball and drop ball deliveries, as well as marking the 
individual characteristics of the change-up.

Relationships Among the Findings
An analysis of the findings reveals several interesting inter

relationships that are critical to the understanding of the mechanics 
of the softball pitch. While many are ah of the delivery procedure 
appear to be unrelated (i.e., grip and stride length) , it must be 

remembered that from the time the pitcher assumes his stance and grip 

to the completion of the follow-through stage that all of the delivery 
phases combine into an intricate pattern that is not completely under
stood in terms of producing ball velocities and spins.. Thus, the fol
lowing analysis of the relationships among the findings may yield some 

evidence for greater comprehension of this complicated skill.
The different types of grips employed by the subjects seemed to 

have little effect on the amount of vertical deviation for the rise 
ball and drop ball, respectively. Though the grips used for the drop 

ball were quite different from those used for the rise ball, the slight
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variations in grips for each type of pitch did not produce consistent 

differences in the vertical deviation of that pitch. Consequently, the 

evidence indicates the possibility that arm and hand actions prior to 

release had a much greater effect on the spin imparted to the ball than 
did the grip.

The relationship between stride length and the initial velocity 
of each subject"s three pitches appears to be somewhat vague. On one 
hand, the subject (#5) throwing the fastest rise ball took the second 
shortest stride length of all subjects for this pitch. Conversely, the 
performer (#1) taking the longest stride length for the drop ball threw 
this pitch faster than the other four subjects. In terms of the change 
of pace, the subject (#4) throwing the fastest pitch took the second 
longest stride while .the performer (#5) throwing the slowest pitch took 
the second shortest stride. It appears, therefore, that the actual 
distance of the stride was not directly proportional to the initial 

velocity of the pitch. This finding is also indicated by the fact that 
the pitch with the greatest mean velocity, the drop ball, had the second 
greatest mean stride length while the rise ball, the pitch with the 
second greatest mean velocity, had the greatest mean stride length.

Very similar results occurred when comparing initial ball 
velocity to stride length when the latter is expressed as a per cent of 
the subject's height and leg length. . However, there was a tendency for 
the rise and drop ball stride lengths to either equal or exceed subject 

means in terms of actual and relative distances. The stride lengths 
for the change-up, on the other hand, tended to'fall below the mean 

distances for each subject (.1 to .3 feet in actual distance, 1% to 5%
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relative to body height, and 1% to 9% relative to leg length) . More
over, the actual and relative pitch means for the change-up consistently 
fell below those for the rise and drop balls (.2 to .3 feet in actual 

dstance, 4% to 6% relative to body height, and 6% to 10% relative to 

leg length) „ As a result, there appeared to be a tendency for the 
faster pitches, the rise ball and drop ball, to exhibit greater stride 
lengths, both in actual and relative terms, than the change of pace „ 

Horizontal and vertical release position appeared to have a
x

relationship with initial ball velocity. The fastest pitch, the drop 
ball, was released farthest horizontally behind the chin and stride foot 

by four subjects. The pitch means indicate that the average drop ball 
was released .37 feet and .40 feet farther behind the chin and .25 feet 

and .49 feet farther behind the stride foot than the rise ball and 

change-up, respectively. In contrast, °the slowest pitch, the change of 
pace, was released farthest in front of the chin by three subjects, on 
an average of .03 feet and .40 feet farther in front of the chin and 
.24 and .49 feet closer to the stride foot than the rise ball and drop 

ball, respectively. Vertically, the drop ball was consistently released 
closer to the knee than the rise ball and change of pace, while the 
average change-up was released the closest to the hip of the three 

pitches studied. Thus, the fastest pitch (drop ball) was released the 
farthest behind the chin and stride foot horizontally, and the closest 
to the knee vertically. Conversely, the slowest pitch (change-up) was 

released the farthest in front of the body horizontally and the closest 
to the hip vertically.
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Release position was also related closely to the angle, of pro-i

jection. While the drop ball was consistently projected at the smallest 
angle, the change-up was consistently projected at the greatest angle. 
Therefore, on the average, the pitch (drop ball) released the farthest 
behind the body and at the greatest speed, also had the smallest angle 

of projection. In contrast, the pitch (change-up) released the farthest 
in front of the body and with the least velocity also had the greatest 
angle of projection.

In terms of elapsed time between events (temporal analysis) and 
initial ball velocity, the pitchers completing the downswing phase and 
the foreswing (that aspect of the downswing from the point the pitching 
arm is horizontal behind the arm to release) the fastest tended to 
throw the ball with the greatest velocities. The three ;subjects pro
ducing the greatest ball velocities also executed the downswing and 

foreswing in the shortest amount of time. This finding would seem to be 

consistent with Broer's (1973) concept that the ball acquires the speed 
of the hand at the moment of projection. In other words, the faster the 

arm is traveling prior to release, the greater the potential force that 
can ’be generated to the hand and ball at release. These results are 
similar to those found by Hinson (1974-1976) , who also reported that the 

subjects displaying the shortest foreswing tended to demonstrate the 
greatest ball velocities.

Summary
The data collected and presented in Chapter,4 provided much 

interesting evidence relative to the study's questions. Though many
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questions remain unresolved, the evidence obtained may provide a greater 
understanding of softball pitching.

Many differences and similarities existed among the subjects in 
terms of techniques utilized for each type of pitch. Differences also 

existed among pitches in terms of grip, arm actions just prior to re
lease, ball release position, velocity and flight of the ball, and 
elapsed time between events (temporal analysis). Similarities among 

pitches were apparent in stride length (only small differences), arm 
actions throughout most of the delivery, ball path prior to release, and 

the sequence of events relative to the temporal analysise While the 
differences made each pitch unique, the similarities demonstrated the 
basic fundamentals of pitching common to all pitches, regardless of 
velocity and spin objectives.

Much of the study's evidence supports the softball literature 
and as a result, many of the findings are consistent with past research 

and observation. However, some of the findings are in direct opposition 
to various authors' contentions. Thus, many questions and much contro
versy regarding softball pitching still exist and, consequently, offer 
many possibilities for further research which, in addition to the 
conclusions, are presented in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS *
FOR FURTHER STUDY

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the study, present 
conclusions based on the project's questions, and offer recommendations 

for further study. A summary of Chapters 1-3 is provided to establish a 

basis for the conclusions which have been drawn from the data presented 
and discussed in Chpaters 4-5. Re commendations for additional study are 
based on past research, current literature, and the results of this 
study.

Summary

Softball pitching is a unique sport skill that is mastered by 

few athletes. Perhaps the primary reason behind such a scarcity in 
pitching talent lies in the fact that little research has been conducted 
on the topic. This problem in turn results in a lack of understanding 
of the skill and, consequently, a weak foundation on which to develop 
more quality pitchers. This study was undertaken in an attempt to add 
to the knowledge of softball pitching so that these problems can be 
eventually reduced and the development of top level pitchers can become 
more frequent.

Questions investigated in this study have focused on grip, 

stride length, arm actions, ball path prior to release, ball release 

position, velocity and flight of the ball, and temporal analysis.
150
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Research on each question was designed to discover techniques employed 
by pitchers when throwing the three most common pitches (according to 

the literature and this study's results): rise ball, drop ball, and
change-up. Specifically, the commonalities and differences among 
subjects and among pitches were studied to analyze the mechanical tech

niques and principles applicable to each type of pitch.
The literature pertinent to softball pitching has provided the 

knowledge and theory, both in terms of technique and principle, which 
this study has attempted to investigate and expand upon. While many 

authors have agreed upon the basic fundamentals of pitching, much 
controversy and doubt exist in the literature regarding critical aspects 
of the skill. Such controversy exists concerning the proper grip for 
the various pitches, arm and hand actions leading to the release of each 
type of pitch, leg and trunk and arm actions responsible for ball 
velocity and spin, timing of such events as stride foot contact and rear 
foot loss of contact with the pitching rubber, possible velocities that 

a softball pitch can attain, and whether or not the ball breaks (bends 
upward or downward) during flight.

The initial steps into the investigation of the study's 
questions included administering a questionnaire to all AAA (top) level 
pitchers in Tucson to determine the five best pitches and the three most 
frequently thrown pitches in the area. Once this information was 
attained, the five subjects receiving the most votes were filmed from 

the side and rear views throwing the three selected pitches: rise ball,
drop ball, and change of pace. Further, photographs of each subject’s 

grips were taken during these filming sessions. The photos and films
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were then analyzed (I.e., tracings from film were made for descriptive 

purposes and distance measurements, and frames were counted for 

temporal analysis) with the resulting data providing the evidence to 

examine the specific questions of the study.

Conclusions
The interpretation of the study1s data provided a basis for the 

following conclusions. Though several unique characteristics were dis
played by the subjects for each type of pitch, conclusions were drawn 
according to the evidence for questions pertaining to grip, stride 

length, arm actions, ball path prior to release,.ball release position, 
ball flight, and temporal qualities of the delivery.

1. Grips were obviously unique to the type of pitch being delivered. 
The most common rise ball grip featured the index finger in a 
tucked position such that a distal aspect of the finger contacted 
the ball. The drop ball, on the other hand, was commonly held 
with two or three fingers placed across the seams. The change 

of pace, demonstrating the widest range of grips, was most 

frequently held either loosely or tightly in the palm of the 
hand.

2. In contrast to grips, stride lengths for each subject were 
relatively comparable for each type of pitch. However, there 
were a wide range of stride lengths among the subjects with 
distances varying between 3.25 feet to 5.50 feet. These stride 

distances ranged between 60%-80% of the pitchers' body heights 
or 1.2 to 1.6 times greater than their leg lengths.



The arm actions for the three pitches were very similar (pri

marily maintenance of outward rotation, shoulder flexion, and 
elbow extension) until a moment just prior to release. At that 

point the rise ball was character!zed—by ulnar deviation, 
whereas the drop ball and change-up continued supination such 

that the palm of the hand .faced the target, at which time the
former pitch was rolled off the fingertips and the latter pitch

was projected by an "opening of the hand" or simultaneous
release from the fingers and thumb.
The ball path prior to release was quite similar for each type 
of pitch. During most of the downswing the hand and ball fol
lowed an elliptical path primarily within the sagittal plane. 

Then, just before release, the path of the hand and ball 
flattened out, proceeding in this pattern through release. As 

expected, for each type of pitch there was a gradual increase in 
hand and ball velocity from the top of the downswing until a 
moment just preceding release. . At this point the ball veloci
ties for the rise ball and drop ball accelerated, whereas" the 
change-up maintained little increase in speed.

Though the horizontal position of release as seen from the side 
view slightly differed for the three pitches, each ball was pro
jected closer to the chin than the stride foot heel. The most 
common release position for the rise ball was approximately 

below the chin, whereas the drop ball was commonly released 
several inches behind the chin and the change-up xslightly in 
front of the/.chin. From the rear view, the horizontal release



position for each pitch occurred almost exclusively one to four 
inches to the right of the stride foot toe. The vertical posi
tion of release for each pitch as seen from the side view was 
always between the hip and knee, with the drop ball being re
leased closer to the knee and the rise ball and change-up being 

released closer to the hip.
The flight of the rise ball and drop ball, as measured by its 
landing point on a vertical target, deviated in the direction 
intended by the pitcher. Average velocity for the three pitches 
was the greatest for the drop ball (100.27 feet per second), 
followed by the rise ball (96.92 fps), and the change of pace 
(52.44 fps). The change-up, on the other hand, demonstrated the 

greatest average angle of projection (11.2°) with the rise ball 

(8.3°) and the. drop ball (7.5°) following in order.

The major conclusions pertaining to the sequence of events are 
that stride foot contact with the ground and the rear foot 
leaving the pitching rubber both occurred prior to the release 

of each type of pitch. In terms of elapsed time, the rise ball 
and drop ball commonly displayed faster times at corresponding 
events than the change-up. This point was further manifested by 

the faster completion of the rise and drop balls' overall 
deliveries compared to the change-up, as well as the former 
pitches' faster execution of the downswing phase.



Recommendations'for Further Study 

There has been a lack of research focusing on the mechanics of 
softball pitching and, as a result, much study remains to be done to 
provide coaches and pitchers with a thorough understanding of the skill. 
Many misconceptions and unknowns exist regarding softball pitching, and 
only extensive research in this area will offer the solutions to these 

questions. Following is a list of recommendations for additional,study:
1. A study similar to this project could be conducted using female 

subjects. If major differences exist between male and female 

pitchers in their procedure for throwing the ball, drop ball, 
or change of pace, a study utilizing female performers could 
point out these dissimilarities as well as indicate common
alities in technique.

2. A three dimensional study concentrating on the arm actions 

associated with imparting spin to the ball could be done using 

cameras with speeds greater than 200 frames per second. Radio

ulnar wrist and hand joint actions should be focused on in 
addition to torques associated with the glenohumeral joint and 
the degree as well as the velocity (i.e., degrees per second) 
of elbow extension.

3. A three-dimensional study comparing the relative amounts of 
hip, trunk, and shoulder rotation of various types of pitches 

would provide valuable information for comparing the techniques 

of delivery for each pitch. Additional evidence pertaining to 
every aspect pf the techniques employed by pitchers for various



types of pitches is critical in analyzing their commonalities 

and differences.
A three-dimensional study utilizing high speed cameras (i.e.,
200 to 500 frames per second) could be used to follow the flight 
of several rise balls and drop balls to determine whether or not 
the path deviates consistently from a!normal parabolic pattern. 
In other words, does the ball break (bend upward or downward) in 

the direction intended by the pitcher or does it simply drop at 
various speeds in accordance with the amount and direction of 

spin?
More study involving many subjects needs to be conducted on the 
temporal aspects of the delivery motion. Questions still exist 
on the most efficient sequence of events, the speed of each 
segment of the delivery (elapsed time) , and each event*s 
relative timing to release.
Further research needs to be done to determine the actual ball 
velocities attained by male and female pitchers. This area 

remains extremely controversial as much evidence has been 
compiled to question the speeds frequently reported in popular 
literature such as newspapers.

A non-cinematograph!cal study could be conducted to determine 
the frequency of various types of pitches thrown during league 
play. A study of this nature would provide pitchers with in

formation on the types of pitches available to learn as well as 

what types of pitches appear to work the most effectively.



Studies involving young or beginning softball pitchers could be 
done to test the effectiveness of various teaching techniques, 
the physical effects of throwing various pitches, the rate of 

skill improvement, and the carry-over value of practice at a 

young age to subsequent pitching levels.



APPENDIX A

FORMS PRESENTED TO THE SUBJECTS

The questionnaire and consent forms utilized in this study are 
presented in the following pages in order of application. Whereas the 
questionnaire was completed by all male pitchers in the Tucson AAA 

fastpitch league, the consent form was given only to the subjects 
selected for the filming.
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Softball Pitching Research Questionnaire

Subject Consent
This project is a Master's thesis which will investigate 

selected characteristics of various types of softball pitches. The 
emphasis of the study is on the biomechanical comparison of these 
pitches through film analysis. This questionnaire is a preliminary 
step in the study to determine the three most prevalent pitches being 
currently thrown at the AAA level of men's softball in Tucson.

Your cooperation in this project is completely voluntary, and 
you may feel free to withdraw at any time. You will be assigned an 
identification number for use in this study in order that all informa
tion I collect will remain confidential. The data collected will be 
used for educational and research purposes only.

There is no risk or obligation on your part in this study.
Total time involved in completing this questionnaire will be approxi
mately ten minutes. Completion of the questionnaire will be inter
preted as an indication that you have participated willingly in this 
phase of the. project. Thank you for your consideration.

Namej __________________________Home Address :______________________
League:    Phone_:___________________
Te am:  ____________   :_Heightj________Wei ghtj______________
Date :________  ■_____________  Current_ERA:__________________ ____

1. List, in order (#1-3), your three favorite pitches (i.e., the ones 
you throw most often) and the percentage of time you throw them in 
most games and the total number of years you have been throwing each 
pitch.

Pitch Percentage Years
1,
2.
3.

other pitches:
4. - ‘
5. ’

2. Of the pitches listed #1-3 above which one do you prefer to throw 
in a critical situation (i.e., in a "must out" situation):
Pitch: - _______   ‘

Comment:
(In the following questions "good" is defined as being the most effec
tive. Please limit your answers on the basis of your own personal 
observations.)
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3. List, in order (#1-3) z five pitchers in your league who throw a good 

rise ball.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4. List, in order (#1 = best), five pitchers in your league who throw 
a good drop ball.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5. List, in order (#1 = best), five pitchers in your league who throw 
a good curve drop ball.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. List, in order (#1 = best) , five pitchers in your league who throw 
a good change-up. ,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Subject1s Consent for Filming

This filming is part of a Master's thesis which will study 
selected characteristics of softball pitchers as they deliver various 
types of pitches (i.e., rise ball, drop ball, etc.). Your participation 
as a pitcher to be filmed is voluntary, and as such, you may feel free 
to withdraw from the project at any time. You will be assigned an 
identification number for use in this study in order that your data can 
remain confidential. If you wish to review the results of the project 
you may do so at any time. The data and films will be used for educa
tional and research purposes only.

You will be asked to throw two sets of three pitches each. The 
type and order of pitches will be described to you during your warm-up 
period. The entire procedure including the warm-up will take approxi
mately fifteen minutes.

The nature and demands and the risks and benefits of the project 
have been explained to me and I understand that I am free to ask 
questions at any time and that I may withdraw from ,the project at any 
time.

Name

Date

I, Tom Guenzler, have carefully explained to the subject the 
nature of the project. I hereby certify that to the best of my 
knowledge the subject signing this consent form understands clearly 
the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in participating in 
this study. A medical problem or language or educational barrier has 
not precluded 'a clear understanding of his involvement in this project.

Inves tigator's Name

Date



APPENDIX B

DATA SHEETS FROM FILMING SESSIONS

The following pages depict the data obtained for each 
subject during the two filming sessions. Information pertaining to the 
subject's height and leg length was obtained just prior to the 
performer's film trials. The pitcher's subjective rating of each 
pitch in addition to the pitch's vertical contact point on the grid ... 
was attained during the filming procedure.
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Data Sheet for Subject 1

Etc 6.65'
Leg Length 3.58'

Trial

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8

Pitch

Rise
Drop
Change
Rise
Drop
Change'

Pitcher's 
Subjective Rating: 
Yes Somewhat No

X

X
X

X
X

X

Ht. Above 
Ground
4.48'
2.67'
4.02'

3.02'
2.08'

2.63'

Contact:
Vert. Ht. from 
 Target____

+1,48'
-.33'

+1.02'
+ .02'

-.92'

-.37'

+ = above
- = below
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Data Sheet for Subject 2

Ht. . 6.15'
Leg Length 3.17'

Trial

1
2

3

4
5

6
7
8

Pitch
Rise
Drop

Change
Rise
Drop

Change

Pitcher's 
Subjective Rating: 
Yes Somewhat No
X

X

X
X

X

X

Ht. Above 
Ground
6.08'
1.67'
2.00'

1.42'
2.42'
2.42'

Contact:
Vert. Ht. from 
 Target____

+3.08'
-1.33'
- 1.00'

-1.58'
-.58'
-.58'

+ = above
- = below
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Data Sheet for Subject 3

Ht. 5.92'
Leg Length 3.17'

Pitcher's Contact:
frial . Pitch

Subjective Rating: 
Yes Somewhat No

Ht. Above 
Ground

Vert. Ht. : 
Target

1 Rise X 2.23' -.77'
2 Drop X 1.63' -1.37'
3 Change. X 4.38' +1.38'

4 Rise X to 00 o -.20'
5 . Drop X ooH o0CM1

6 Change X 2.54' -.46'
7 Rise X 2.54 = -.46'
8 Rise X 5.21' +2.21'

9 Change X 4.54 = +1.54'

10 Rise X 3.29' +.29'

+ = above 
- = below
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Data Sheet for Subject 4

Ht. 5.92'

Leg Length 3.17'

Trial

1
2
3

4

5

6 
7

Pitch
Pitcher's 

Subjective Rating: 
Yes Somewhat No

Rise X
Drop X
Change (not on side film) X

Rise X
Drop X

Change X
Change X

ground

Contact:
Ht. Above Vert. Ht. from
Ground

1.46s
.33'

4.08'
1.17'

O'

Target

-1.54'
-2.67'
+1.08'
-1.83'

-3.00'

+ = above

= below
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Data Sheet for Subject 5

Ht. 6.10'

Leg Length 3.17'

Trial
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

Pitch
Rise
Drop

Change
Rise
Drop
Change

Pitcher's 
Subjective Rating: 
Yes Somewhat No
X
X
X
X
X
X

Contact:
Ht. Above Vert. H't. from
Ground___________Target____
4.73'

1.69'
2.31'
3.73'
1.52'

1.63'

+1.73” 

-1.31' 

-.69' 
+ .73' 
-1.48' 
-1.37'

+ = above

= below



APPENDIX G

SIDE AND REAR VIEW TRACINGS OF ARM AND HAND 
ACTIONS DURING THE DOWNSWING PHASE

The following pages exhibit each subject1 s arm and hand joint 
actions during the downswing phase of the pitching delivery for the 
rise ball, drop ball, and change-up.- Information obtained from these 
tracings was used in the analysis of the actions responsible for 
imparting spin and velocity to the ball at release. The tracings 
have been arranged according to the type of pitch thrown (i.e., rise 
ball, drop ball, change-up) for a more efficient examination of the arm 
and hand mechanics within a pitch.
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Side View

/

Subject 1 —  Rise Ball
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Side View

o

Subject 3 —  Rise Ball
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Subject 4 —  Rise Ball
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Side View
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Side View

Subject 3 —  Drop Ball







View



Side View

Rear View



Rear View

Subject 3 —  Change-Up







APPENDIX D

SIDE AND BEAR VIEW TRACINGS OF RELEASE, PATH 
IN SPACE, AND VELOCITY OF THE PITCHING 

HAND PRIOR TO RELEASE

The side and rear view tracings which follow were drawn from 
the films of each subject as they released the rise ball, drop ball, 
and change of pace pitches. Measurements pertaining to release position 
(see Chapter 3 for specific distances measured) and stride, length were 
calculated from these tracings. In addition to these measurements, the 

ball was traced every two frames during the downswing phase to allow 
an analysis of the hand and ball path prior to release and the calcula
tion of ball velocity before being projected.

(Note: The numbers on the side view tracings depict intervals
for use in calculating hand velocity prior to release. The lines 

designated D^, D^, D^, and D^ on the side view tracings represent the 
distance from the release point to the chin, stride foot heel, hip 
joint, and knee, respectively. D̂_ represents stride lengths. Line x on 
the rear view tracings represents the distance from the release point 
to the stride foot toe.)
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Sxiaject 1 —  Rise Ball, Side View
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Subject 1 —  Rise Ball, Rear View
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Subject 1 —  Drop Ball, Side View
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Subject 1 —  Drop Ball, Rear View
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Subject 1 —  Change-Up, Side View
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Subject 1 —  Qiange-Hp, Rear View
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Subject 2 —  Rise Ball, Side View
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Subject 2 —  Drop Ball, Side View
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Subject 2 —  Drop Ball, Rear View
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Subject 2 —  Qiange-Up, Side View
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Subject 2 —  Change-Up, Rear View
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Subject. 3 —  Rise Ball, Side View
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Si±>ject 3 —  Rise Ball, Rear View
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Si±> ject 3 —  Drop Ball, Side View
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Subject 3 —  Drop Ball, Rear View
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Subject 3 —  Change-Up, Side View
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Subject 3 —  Oiange— Up, Rear View
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Subject 4 —  Rise Ball, Side View
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Subject 4 —  Rise Bell, Rear View



Subject 4 —  Drop Ball, Side View
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Subject 4 —  Drop Ball, Bear View
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Subject 4 —  Change-Op, Side View
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Subject 4 —  Change-Dp, Rear View
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Subject 5 —  Rise Ball, Side View
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Subject 5 —  Rise Ball, Rear View
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Subject 5 —  Oiange-Up, Side View
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APPENDIX E

TEMPORAL ANALYSIS TRACINGS

Tracings of the events selected for the temporal analysis of 

each subject's three pitches are presented in the following pages. Each 
page is arranged in a fold-out manner such that the events are depicted 

from left to right in order of occurrence (the top row represents the 
first four events and the bottom row represents the last three events) . 
The purpose of these tracings is to provide a more thorough description 
of each subject's delivery procedure for the three pitches.
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Subject 1 —  Rise Ball

Event: Pitoting arm vertical
above trunk

Event: Pitching arm horizontal
in front of body

Event: Pitching arm horizontal

Event: Pitching
arm reaches 
vertical position 
beside body

behind body

216

Event: Rear foot first
leaves pitching rubber

Event: Stride foot

Event: Release



Subject 1 —  Drop Ball

Event: Pitching arm vertical
above trunk

Event: Pitching arm horizontal
in front of body

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal behind 
body

217

Event: Rear foot first v-~
leaves pitching rubber

Event: Stride foot
contacts ground

Event: Release



Subject 1 —  Change-Up

Event: Pitching arm horizontal
in front of body

Event: Pitching arm
vertical above trunk

Z7 Event: Pitching arm P
horizontal behin< 
body

Z7 Event: Pitching
arm reaches vertic 
position beside body

218

Event: Stride foot
contacts groundZ7Event: Rear foot first

leaves pitching rubber

Event: Release



Subject 2 —  Rise Ball

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal in 
front of body

Event: Pitching arm
vertical above 
trunk

Event: Rear foot first leaves
pitching rubber

Pitching arm reaches 
vertical position 
beside body

219

horizontal beside
body

Stride foot 
contacts ground

Event: Release



Subject 2 —  Drop Ball

Pitching arm 
vertical above trunk

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal in 
front of body

Event: Pitching arm'— —
reaches vertical

Event: Rear foot ^ *
first leaves pitching 
rubber

220

Pitching arm 
horizontal 
behind body

Event: Stride foot
contacts ground

Event: Release



Subject 2 —  Change-Up

Event: Pitching ana
horizontal in 
front of body

Event: Pitching ana
vertical above

Event: Rear foot \____
first leaves pitching Event: Pitching

ana reaches vertical
position beside body

221

Event: Pitching a
horizontal

Event: Stride foot
contacts ground

behind body

Event: Release



Subject 3 —  Rise Ball

Event: Pitching arm vertical
above trunk

Event: Pitching arm horizontal
in front of body

Event: Rear foot
first leaves pitching 
rubber

Event: Pitching
arm reaches
beside body

222

Stride foot
contacts
ground

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal 
behind body

CD
Event: Release



Subject 3 —  Drop Ball

Event: Pitching arm vertical
above trunk

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal in 
front of body

Event: Rear foot P"
first leaves ^  
pitching rubber

Event: Pitching X V
arm reaches
vertical — ---
position beside body

223

contacts ground
Event: Pitching V— — 

arm horizontal
behind body

Z7< Event: Release



Subject 3 —  Change-Dp

Event: Pitching arm 
horizontal in

Pitching arm vertical 
above trunk

front of body

Event: Rear foot v_
first leaves
pitching rubber

Event: Pitching
arm reaches 
vertical position 
beside body

224

Stride foot 
contacts ground'

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal 
behind body

Event:



Subject 4 —  Rise Ball

Event: Rear foot first leaves
pitching rubber

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal in 
front of body

Event: Pitching V̂ -
arm reaches vertiex
position beside body

Event: Pitching arm V r S
horizontal behind body

225

Event: Pitching arm
vertical above trunk z ?

Event: Stride foot
contacts ground

Z7 Event: Release



Subject 4 —  Drop Ball

Event: Pitching arm hori
zontal in front 
of body

Event: Rear foot first
leaves pitching rubber

CJ Event: Pitching arm V
horizontal behind

Event: Pitching
arm reaches

body vertical position 
beside body

226

Pitching arm^^ 
vertical above trunk

Event: Stride foot \
contacts ground

Event: Release



Subject 4 —  Change-Up

Event: Rear foot first
leaves pitching rubbe

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal in 
front of body

Event: Pi tchinr^S
irm reaches verticaT"* 
position beside body

Event: Pitching ,
horizontal behind

body

227

Event: Pitching arm
vertical above trunk Z7 Event: Stride foot

contacts ground

Event: Release



Subject 5 —  Rise Ball

Event: Pitching arm
vertical above trunk

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal in 
front of body

ZD Event: Pitching arm
horizontal behind body

Event: Pitching
arm reaches vertical position

beside body

228

Event: Stride foot 
contacts ground

''Event: Rear foot "
first leaves pitching

a
Event: Release



Subject S —  Drop Ball

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal in front 

of body
Event: Pitching arm

vertical above trunk

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal behind bodya /O Event: Pitching

arm reaches vertical 
position beside body

229

Event:
contacts ground

Z7. Event: Rear foot first
leaves pitching rubber

a Event: Release



Subject 5 —  Change-Up

Event: Pitching arm
horizontal in front 

of body
Event: Pitching arm vertical

above trunk

Event: Pitching
arm horizontal behind body Event: Pitching arm

reaches vertical position 
beside body

230

Event: Stride foot
contacts ground

foot X  
first leaves pitching

ZD Event: Release
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